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WIN
a trip to the Galapagos
YOU’LL NEED to get your skates on but
there’s still time for agents to win an
$8,000 cruise to the Galapagos Islands.
Tempo Holidays is offering up to
$10,400 worth of prizes in their current
‘Grand Latin’ incentive. Every Latin America
booking you make with the company
before May 31 is an entry into the prize
draw.
Each booking over the value of $1,000
will go into the draw to win the five-day
cruise for two to the Galapagos Islands.

The winner will get to choose between
the M/V Galapagos Legend or the M/Y Coral
I and II. Tempo will also draw a weekly
winner at random who will receive $200.
The Galapagos Archipelago is a group
of 19 islands located just under the
equator, 1,000 kilometres west of Ecuador.
Still forming and declared a UNESCO
World Heritage site in 1978, the Galapagos
are home to a unique range of fauna and
flora found nowhere else on Earth.
■ tempoholidays.com

Popular polar prize
promises penguins
HAYLEY MORRIS, founder of Sisterhood
Women’s Travel, is set for a life-changing
expedition after winning a recent trade prize
giveaway from Aurora Expeditions.
Her prize is a trip for two onboard Greg
Mortimer during its inaugural 2019/2020
polar season, valued at $US19,800 (approx.
$AU25,700).
During the 12-day ‘Spirit of Antarctica’
voyage, Hayley will see penguins and humpback
whales, while also having the opportunity
to participate in sea- kayaking, climbing,
snowshoeing or try ski touring or ice camping.
The announcement followed a series of
successful Greg Mortimer trade launches in Sydney,
Melbourne and Brisbane promoting Aurora’s new,
world-class pioneering expedition vessel.
■ auroraexpeditions.com.au

Kelly pictured at the Onyx
Rooftop Bar at the Hotel
Shangri-La Santa Monica

Ayers rocks
food scene
A BLAZING California sunset was just one of
the highlights enjoyed by Kelly Ayers from
Mobile Travel Agents on a recent trip to the
United States.
Kelly visited the West Coast as part of
an exclusive Santa Monica Tourism study
tour designed to update participants’
knowledge of the area’s varied first-class
accommodation offerings and sightseeing
with a major emphasis on food.
Featured fine dining venues included the
famous Shutters on the Beach, The Curious
Palate, a Gourmandise cooking experience and
a ‘Taste of Santa Monica’ walking food tour.
■ mtatravel.com.au

Something to Bragg about
WILLIAM BRAGG from Phil Hoffman Travel was the lucky winner of a trip to the
United States after battling through the recent ‘American Dream Challenge’.
Promoted by American Airlines and Brand USA, the contest encouraged agents
to log on to a micro-site to build their dream itinerary using the All American Fare.
Five finalists then had to undertake trivia and skills tests before taking out the grand
prize.
William, who is based at the Norwood branch in South Australia, won two return
tickets in premium economy with American Airlines and accommodation in LA,
New Orleans and Las Vegas. The other four finalists were given two return tickets
from Sydney to Los Angeles.
“American has worked closely with its Australian and New Zealand travel agency
partners to deliver products to easily allow them to sell American’s network: the
largest in the world,” said Simon Dodd, American Airlines General Manager –
Australia and New Zealand.

From left to right: Craig Gibbons, William Bragg, Simon Dodd and Matt Fletcher
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Burnt
out
or
Fired
up?
Aggressive targets, long hours,
sleepless nights. There is another way...

Are you fired up enough to start your own home-based business as a Travel Counsellor, and escape
the relentless pressures of working for someone else? You’ll set your own targets, choose your own
hours, control the commission you earn and the clients you deal with. So, whilst you’re working hard
to build your business, you’ll be enjoying the freedom of doing it on your own terms, with the full
support and backing of the global leader in travel homeworking.

Change your life. Call now.

1300 889 123

recruitment.travelcounsellors.com/au/opportunities/

AGENTtalk: Famil Review

Step back in

Karen (far right) with
her travelling companions

time

Personal travel manager KAREN DOYLE recently experienced a weeklong walking tour in Palestine. Starting in Tel Aviv and finishing in
Bethlehem, the group discovered some of the most remote and
untouched parts of the country.
I HAVE always had a keen interest in the
Middle East and have travelled to a lot
of countries in the region, but due to the
turbulent political situation, I had never
visited Palestine.
It has an amazing history dating back
to 4000BC, a vibrant culture, ancient
traditions and many sites of great religious
significance, so the opportunity to join a
walking tour through what is the epicentre
for Christians, Jews, Muslims and Samaritans,
following such well-trodden paths, was like
stepping back into history.
The beauty of the desert was quite
unexpected. We saw so many amazing
sunrises and sunsets, and although hiking
through this harsh landscape was quite
challenging, it also took us well away from
the crowds of the big cities and we felt wellrewarded for our efforts.
Along the way we visited many
monasteries and churches, of which my
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favourite was the beautiful Mar Saba
Monastery, which is set in isolation in the
desert and surrounded by mountains. We
also visited a Samaritan church and were
given an overview of their culture and
traditions.
Other highlights included taking a drink
from the Jacob’s Well, floating in the Dead
Sea, hiking across mountains and hidden
valleys, and visiting the Nativity Church in
Bethlehem to touch the spot where Jesus
was believed to have been born.
Everywhere we went, we enjoyed food
that was simple but tasty and all prepared
with fresh local ingredients. We ate a lot
of spiced flat bread with hummus, baba
ganoush, tabbouleh, fried chicken, yoghurt
and soft cheese with olive oil and zaatar
spice, and in Nablus we were introduced to
their local speciality: a traditional dessert
called kanafeh.
Alcohol is not freely available in Palestine,

but the village of Taybeh, which is the only
Christian village remaining in Palestine, had
its own brewery and winery so we were able
to enjoy a drink. The wine was very good
and I was told the beer was just as good
– reportedly the best in the Middle East.
Most of the time we were content to drink
sweet, strong Palestinian tea or delicious
cardamom-spiced coffee.
One day I would love to return to this
fascinating part of the world to do some
further exploring, including visits to the
cities of Jerusalem, Bethlehem and Jericho.
It’s a fantastic destination for anyone with an
interest in ancient history and religion, but
also for those with a sense of adventure.
There were many highlights on this tour,
but for me the biggest was the Palestinian
people themselves: they were so hospitable
and friendly. They live in such a hostile
land, with little water and few material
possessions, but throughout our stay they
displayed wonderful warmth, resilience and
Dana Hanmer, Flight Centre Werribee
perseverance.
Plaza (left) and Bec Krelle, Flight Centre
Karen
was
hosted
Crooked
Compass
St Kilda,
with
theirby
freshly
picked
berriesSmall
Group Tours.
■ travelmanagers.com.au

Earn what you deserve
Enjoy more as a personal travel manager
Receive the best value commission split when you join TravelManagers, Australia’s
premium home-based mobile travel network. Choose how much you want to earn
with our handy online calculator.
If you’re an experienced leisure, cruise, luxury or corporate travel consultant,
enjoy the freedom and flexibility of running your own business, with the full security
of being in partnership with TravelManagers. Our model offers the industry’s most
comprehensive package with unrivalled rewards and support.
Over 500 personal travel managers in our network are enjoying a better
work/life balance. Isn’t it time to make it happen for you and earn what you deserve?

Earn. Travel. Live. More.

For a confidential chat, call or email us today

1800 019 599
Visit

join.travelmanagers.com.au

Email graciela.craig@travelmanagers.com.au

AGENTtalk: Famil Review

Kimberley (closest to
camera) on the Sno’n’Ski
Canada Mega Famil

POWDER

& PISTE

KIMBERLEY NEWMAN from Flight Centre Hamilton
Harbour reviews the recent Sno’n’Ski Canada Mega Famil.

CRADLING OUR precious cups of
Tim Hortons and Starbucks, 32 travel
professionals from around Australia
congregated at Vancouver International
Airport for our flight to Kelowna.
Destination British Columbia (DBC)
pulled out all of the stops, beginning with
an incredibly snowy arrival into Big White
Ski Resort. Is there any better way to begin
a ski village tour than through a flurry of
Okanagan champagne powder?
We checked out a number of properties
with the standouts being Copper Kettle’s
apartment-style chalets and the truly
unique residence known as White Spirit
Lodge. Picture the four-bedroom lodge of
your childhood dreams that looks like it was
carved from a single ginormous oak and
furnished only in firs, wood and more firs.
Needless to say, we gushed about future
real estate goals that night as we snuggled
into the cheesy booths of Snowshoe Sam’s
and waited for our delicious pub feed of
pulled pork, burgers and yam fries.
The powder was fresh and fluffy the
following day as we were introduced to the
mountain by some of the best instructors
even our experienced riders had ever had.
We were also blown away by the unique
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activity selection on offer in the Happy
Valley area, including tubing, skating, ice
climbing, fireside s’mores and carriage
rides. If you’re after family friendly and small
village vibes, you can’t go past Big White.
Silverstar brought us a more advanced
resort experience with a uniquely midmountain village location. You truly have
a ski-in, ski-out experience on offer in that
your first run of the day is always downhill
to the chairlift and your last ride of the day is
to your door!
We were lucky enough to experience
this in the Snowbird Lodge, where their
slope-side rooms allow you the opportunity
to ski straight to your first round of après…
in your own hot tub. The feed of the trip
was here in the restaurant, 1609. Order any
one of the poutine, sliders or lettuce wraps,
paired with local Okanagan wines, and you
can’t go wrong.
A village based in a valley between three
mountains, Sun Peaks offered the lowest
skiers-to-terrain ratio by far, along with a
myriad of off-mountain activities for the
rest days. One of our most picturesque
experiences was a sunset snowshoe and
s’mores, but you couldn’t top dog sledding
with Mountain Men Adventures. Six lucky

agents got the chance to ride and even
drive dog sled teams along dedicated trails
in the surrounding forest.
That evening we were treated to a
fantastic progressive dinner experience.
Charcuterie boards and caesars at Voyageur,
Mantles’ mouth-watering steak and salmon,
and Morrissey’s cocktails and sticky date
pudding all culminated in the team needing
to be rolled down the hill to our final stop
at Bottom’s Bar and Grill. Local’s night is
Tuesday so if you want to see a Canadian
pub in full swing, don’t be afraid to stop by.
It’s hard to compare Whistler to the
Okanagan villages of our previous six
days and to see it all you’d need at least
seven nights, but boy did we try with our
mere 48 hours! We skied, snowboarded,
Peak2Peaked, zip lined, snowmobiled,
Scandinavian spa’d, pub-crawled, dined on
and off the mountains, slept and repeated.
Sno’n’Ski and DBC really left us
understanding the breadth of winter
experiences on offer in Canada’s western
province. Among these four amazing
resorts, there really is the perfect village
experience for everyone.
■ snonski.com.au

AGENTtalk: Famils

There’s a sting in this tale
A GROUP of agents ventured into
Ecuador’s interior recently and discovered
an extraordinary ecosystem boasting
Amazonian jungle, mountains and some of
the planet’s most curious wildlife.
The Travellers Choice agents – all
recipients of prestigious Gold Choice Awards
– explored Ecuador on a custom-made
Adventure World itinerary.
The tour began in Quito, once the
northern hub of the Inca Empire, from where
the group flew into the heart of the Amazon
for a three-night voyage down the Napo
River on Manatee Amazon Explorer.
There to greet them were monkeys, sloths,
toucans, macaws and even some notoriously
shy pink Amazon dolphins. A few brave souls
even dipped their feet into Lake Piranha and
had their toes duly nibbled by the curious –
but thankfully not too hungry – inhabitants.
However, not all the locals were as obliging.
“At one point on a jungle trek we
accidentally disturbed some ground-nesting
bees,” said Christian Hunter, Managing
Director of Travellers Choice. “They weren’t
very happy with us and a couple of agents
felt their wrath, one being stung on the
nose. Luckily the bites weren’t too painful –

they just swelled and proved a bit itchy.”
The Gold Choice Award winners then
boarded a lovingly-restored, antique steam
locomotive for the ‘Train of Wonders’, a
luxurious journey from the Andes to the
Pacific coast.
Along the way they navigated the Avenue
of Volcanoes, stayed at charming Haciendas
(ranches) and descended the mythical Devil’s
Nose pass (one of the steepest stretches of
railway in the world).
“What was most memorable about the

journey was the sheer diversity of Ecuador’s
landscapes,” said Hunter. “The variety
of ecosystems is remarkable and most
people don’t realise there is so much more
to the country, all of which can easily be
incorporated into a Galapagos trip.”
Each year 30 Travellers Choice members
are awarded Gold, Silver or Bronze Choice
Awards, with winners determined by the
level of support they provide the network’s
preferred suppliers.
■ travellerschoice.com.au

Ski & Stay

Silver Star
7 NIGHT PACKAGE FROM:

$1,168 pp

7 NIGHTS ACCOMMODATION
6 DAY LIFT | RTN TRANSFERS

HOLIDAYS

1300 766 754 | snonski.com.au

Valid for travel 06 - 31 Jan 19. Book by 31 Aug 18. Based on 2 adults twin share 7 nights Lord Aberdeen 1 BedR Apt +
6 of 7 day lift pass + rtn shared transfers ex YLW. Subject to change & availbility. Exchange rate 03 Apr 18. REF: 89319
T R AV E LTA L K M AY 2 0 1 8 | 9
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How travel
agents can

beat
burnout

Feeling tired and stressed just by doing your job? Here are some
tips to keep you on an even keel from Travel Counsellors.
WITH THE pressures on travel agents these
days, if you’re not careful you may end up
experiencing burn out.
The buzz nights may be fun, but the daily
pressures of meeting targets can mean
you have a lot on your plate. It is at times
like these that caring for your wellbeing
is incredibly important. Despite this, your
mental and physical health can often end up
on the bottom of your priorities, resulting in
frustration, burn out and illness.
Prioritising yourself takes practice, but here
are a few ways to stay well while kicking goals:

Look to your inner circle
The importance of receiving support
from your family and friends can’t be
underestimated but many of us aren’t good
at asking for help. Instead of struggling to
get everything done and ending up feeling
exhausted, ask the people closest to you for
help.

Set up boundaries
(and stick to them)
Setting up healthy boundaries means that
your work stresses don’t follow you home at
night. Everyone is different, but some people
have rules that work is only done in their
working day (not on the laptop while in bed
or on their smartphone while at dinner).
Others have a ritual of enjoying a family
dinner at the dining table every night, with
no work interruptions. And others don’t
answer emails at all after 5pm (except for
emergencies).
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Schedule regular breaks
With new clients to meet, phone calls to
return, emails to answer and itineraries to
put together, sometimes a lunch or coffee
break may appear to be an impossible
dream. Skipping meals or working non-stop
for hours on end isn’t healthy.
Taking small breaks to enjoy a cuppa or
making a conscious effort to take a few deep
breaths will keep you on an even keel and
promote a healthier work/life balance.

Move your body
Many travel agents tend to spend most
of their day sitting at a desk, in front of a
computer. Scientific studies have proven
that sitting for long periods of time can
have negative impacts on your circulation,
digestion, respiration, bone health and
mental outlook – so reducing your sitting
time is paramount to ensuring you stay
healthy and happy.

Plan an escape
You work in travel, so be sure to plan
regular holidays for yourself. Whether you’d
prefer a beach break in Fiji or a multi-day
trek in Patagonia, having a decent break
from your work is the ultimate way to
recharge your batteries and refresh your
outlook.
As a travel agent, your holiday will also see
you experience a new resort or destination,
so it’s a win-win for both yourself and your
business.

As a Travel Counsellor, you have
a network of support behind you
so you’re never alone. At any stage
you can access head office helpers
and supporters… from product
information and marketing to IT and
accounts support.
Struggling to get on top of things?
Speak to a business development
manager or the dedicated counsellor
who will be there to guide you. The
Travel Counsellors team is happy to
help with all facets of your business.
■ For more information on how you
could start your own business with
Travel Counsellors, get in touch with our
Career’s Team on 1300 889 123 or visit:
recruitment.travelcounsellors.com/au/
opportunities/

AGENTtalk

Are you paid
what you’re
worth?
Salaries in the travel industry
have increased, but some jobs
are still earning more than
others. Here, GAYA AVERY looks
at what jobs are going to get
you the big bucks.
LET’S BE honest about your motivations
for joining the travel industry – money was
unlikely to be one of them, right?
While considered a great way to see the
world and to meet amazing people, working
in travel is rarely considered a top money
maker... unless you are Richard Branson, of
course.
Ask any number of travel industry workers
if they think they’re getting paid for the
amount of work they put in and the answer
(as seen on company review site Glassdoor)
more often than not is a resounding “No”.
One reviewer of a big travel company

posted on Glassdoor: “You really don’t get
paid well for the work you do. Long hours,
stress on your days off...”
Another review for a similar company
simply called for management to: “pay us
what we’re worth”.
But according to a salary benchmarking
analysis undertaken by C&M Travel
Recruitment, industry salaries did in fact
go up in 2017. The biggest winners were
reportedly those in corporate or inbound
travel and sales managers.
“The growing need for experienced

leisure travel consultants servicing high end
and corporate travel customers has seen
salaries increase by seven per cent,” said
C&M.
“Hiring managers are being more creative
on including incentives and offering flexible
working for these travel consultants.” The
company also claimed to see “exciting
growth” in inbound travel.
So, I guess you can put down your two
minute noodles tonight and splurge (a bit
– let’s not get carried away), or maybe start
looking for work in inbound.

LUKE FEELS THE

MTA FORCE
A GROUP of Mobile
Travel Agents
grabbed the chance
to get a selfie with
celebrity chef Luke
Nyugen during an
event in Vietnam
recently.
The 10-strong
team was attending
the inaugural Cruise
Lines International
Association
Australasia ‘Asia River Cruise Conference &
Destination Forum’ taking place in Ho Chi
Minh City.
The group had the opportunity to
meet the high-profile foodie and APT
brand ambassador while attending a
CLIA reception at his recently-opened
restaurant ‘Vietnam House’, hosted by APT.
While in Vietnam, the MTA team also
experienced a Mekong River cruise with
luxury small ship river cruise specialist
Pandaw.
■ mtatravel.com.au

Be hip about Hong Kong
THE HONG Kong Tourism Board (HKTB) has
launched an updated version of its agent
training program, offering consultants the
chance to win a place on an upcoming
famil.
Agents must register and complete
the Hong Kong Specialist Club (HKSC)
educational module by July to be eligible to
win a spot on the famil in October.
“Following a successful year in 2017,
HKTB is stepping it up to provide even
more benefits to HKSC members, including
a welcome pack and special trade offers,
and encouraging members to visit Hong
Kong to experience what is on offer first

hand,” said Lisa Lee, HKTB Manager, Trade
Marketing and Business Tourism Australia,
New Zealand and South Pacific.
The welcome packs include Big Bus
Tours (single route one-day ticket), Discover
Hong Kong Tourist SIM card (five-day pass),
Dukling Harbour Cruise (single session),
Hong Kong TramOramic Tour (golden ticket),
MTR Tourist Day Pass, Sky100 Hong Kong
Observation Deck (standard ticket).
Special trade offers for travellers and a
companion across hotels, attractions and
tours are also available.
Picture courtesy Hong Kong Tourist Board
■ Specialistk.com/au
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Here, Excite Holidays explain the concept behind their
latest brand video, which is aimed at travel agents and
offers a tribute to the power of travel.
TELL US, where did you want to go when
you were five, 10 or even in your early ‘tween’
years?
Good news. Excite Holidays is transporting
you there with the launch of their brand-new
video, ‘Where Do You Want To Go?’
Taking you on a journey through the
eyes of four children who use their childlike
wonder and imagination to be what they
want to be and go as far as their dreams will
take them, the feel-good video aims to reinspire travel agents and create a fresh sense
of wanderlust.
Through the use of clever visuals and
uplifting music, the video guides viewers
back to a time when anything was possible.
“We are living in an era of great creative
and ‘advertainment’,” said Vanessa Richards,
Hawaii
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Head of Marketing at Excite Holidays.
“Content is still king. Creative storytelling
and travel are in sync and there is no better
way to communicate the feeling travel gives
than through the use of video.
“The way travel is booked, consumed and
experienced is changing day in, day out, and
we are in a time where agents need to be
re-inspired.”
Along with creating a sense of wanderlust,
the video also highlights the importance of
travel and the effect that travel agents have
on the lives, adventures and experiences of
their clients. Whether it be a local getaway
or an overseas trip that’s been years in the
making, the video shows why agents and
the one-on-one experience they offer really
matters.

“Our goal is to remind our agents of their
purpose, value and importance. They are the
experts,” added Richards.
“Our new brand video ‘Where Do You
Want To Go?’ was conceptualised and
scripted in-house, with the aim to transport
our agents back to their childhood, to a
time where imagination and the magic
associated with dreaming was ripe and the
world was one giant playground waiting to
be explored.”
Travel is an exciting element of life, but
as time goes on thoughts become more
practical and a little bit of the magic of travel
and dreaming is lost. Excite Holidays are
bringing that magic back and reminding
agents that they too have the ability to do
this for their clients.
“Naturally, travel and dreaming go
hand in hand. Dreaming is the first phase
of the travel planning cycle, however as
we get older we tend to lose the sense of
imagination we once had.
“When you were a child you didn’t need
much. A simple bed sheet could be turned
into a castle or a superhero cape. Within
the blink of an eye, one was a princess on a
throne or soaring across a city skyline, saving
the world from destruction!
“Through the emotional power of a
child’s eyes, Excite Holidays wants to bring
that magic back into our agents’ lives and
reinvigorate their passion so they can make
their clients’ travel dreams a reality. Anything
is possible if you just start imagining,”
enthused Richards.
The video can be viewed via the Excite
Holidays Youtube Channel as well as across
Excite’s social media channels and digital
assets.
■ exciteholidays.com

AGENTtalk

Staff enjoy
90th birthday
celebrations
STAFF HAVE celebrated the 90th
birthday of Globus, the Swissborn escorted tour company, with
celebrations in front of the Sydney
Opera House.
Wearing custom-made birthday
T-shirts, the company’s Sydney-based
team enjoyed a Swiss-inspired spread
of cheese, bread, fruit and cakes
to mark the milestone. Globus has
spent the past nine decades helping
travellers experience destinations
across the globe, including Europe,
Asia, and North and South America.
■ globus.com.au

Chat with an expert Viking
AGENTS ARE being invited to attend a series of
free information sessions with Viking to increase
their product knowledge and get the latest news.
Experts will explain the benefits of travelling
with Viking, answer questions and help guests
plan their next river or ocean cruise. Agents
can attend with clients and can reserve seating
featuring signage with their agency branding.
Strictly limited offers will also be made available
on the day.
“These events make organising cruise bookings much simpler,” said Michelle Black, Viking
Managing Director Australia and New Zealand. “With an expert on hand explaining the
Viking benefits and answering questions, as well as exclusive offers available on the day, it’s
the perfect opportunity for agents who do have interested clients.”
The hour-long sessions will be held in the following locations: Perth (May 8), Adelaide
(May 10), Canberra (May 17), Gold Coast (May 22), Brisbane (May 23), Noosa (May 24),
Newcastle (May 31) and Hobart (June 21).
■ bit.ly/VikingInfoSessions

Win a trip to Abu Dhabi
A BUSINESS class holiday to Abu Dhabi will be
up for grabs when The Department of Culture
and Tourism – Abu Dhabi and Etihad stage a
series of roadshows for the travel trade.
The expos will be held from 5.30pm
to 9pm in the following venues: Brisbane
(June 18), Melbourne (June 19) and
Sydney (June 20).

“This will be unlike any roadshow travel
professionals will have attended before,”
said Jennifer Gaskin, Country Manager for
DCT Abu Dhabi. “I don’t want to give too
much away, but I can say that participants
will ‘go on a journey to Abu Dhabi’ and be
immersed in its culture.”
■ dctabudhabi.ae/en

TRIP
WINNERS ARE
ANNOUNCED
G ADVENTURES have announced
the lucky agents heading to the
Galapagos as part of their recent
incentive, UMI in the Islands.
The winners are: Ashley Goldsmith
(Global Work and Travel Co.), Baden
Brown (Launceston Travel and Cruise),
Dana Brown (Travel Managers Aus),
Jake Morris (Echuca Travel), Jamie–Lee
West (italktravel Midlands), Jennifer
Voelzke (STA Travel Australia), Jos
Bauk (Summit Travel), Gerry Tillson
(STA Travel Australia), Kayla Kelly
(STA Travel NZ), Naomi Zerner (Back
Track Adventures), Rebecca Owen
(STA Travel Australia), Rebecca Riley
(Adventure World NZ) and Stephanie
Jones (STA Travel Australia).
■ gadventures.com

Points make prizes
in Rocky incentive
RAIL PLUS has launched an incentive program where the best performing agents will win
trips on the Rocky Mountaineer (RM).
Agents who score the highest points for RM sales this year will win two spots on the
train’s ‘First Passage to the West’ or ‘Journey through the Clouds’ itinerary.
Scoring one point per pax for 2019 season bookings and three points per pax for 2018
season bookings on all RM itineraries, agents have until November 30 to gather as many
points as possible.
To improve their sales performance and the chance to earn extra points, agents are
encouraged to subscribe to the Rail Plus newsletters and join the closed Rail Plus agents
group on Facebook to stay informed with the latest updates, discussions, tips and tricks.
The winning agent will be awarded the prize journey for themselves and a friend in
GoldLeaf Service for travel in 2019. No flights or other ground and transfer arrangements
are included. Terms and conditions apply.
■ railplus.com.au
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CQUniversity’s Cairns campus

Take a course in
sustainable
career satisfaction
GIVING BACK to the industry that fills our
passions is on the bucket list for many.
So when Cairns tourism veteran Margie
McKenzie discovered CQUniversity’s Master
of Sustainable Tourism Management, she
knew she was onto a good thing.
Matching industry demands to student
aspirations has always been a major driver
for Australia’s largest regional university
and the ever-challenged, always evolving
tourism industry is no exception.
Conscious of the economic,
environmental and socio-cultural effects
of tourism, organisations are eager to
find in-the-know professionals who can
apply locally-relevant and globally-tested

Margie McKenzie
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sustainable tourism practices to their
operations.
“Tourism usually attracts entrepreneurs
and people that have a love and passion for
nature, usually parks, rainforests or the reef,”
said Margie, an accomplished dive tourism
professional and business owner, and
now graduate of CQUniversity’s Master of
Sustainable Tourism Management.
“The effort lies in local businesses trying
to develop their place in what they see is
the future of tourism without sustainability.
There is no future for tourism if we don’t
look after our assets. With people having
more leisure time, it can only become more
important.”
Specifically geared towards those
pursuing roles in the private sector, an
NGO or in government, CQUniversity’s
postgraduate degrees in Sustainable Tourism
Management have been developed and
continuously refined to meet the needs of
employers as well as future employees.
Margie had already been considering
going back to uni for more than 10 years
when she discovered the courses and that
they were available at her local campus in
Cairns.
“I realised that [the units] were just so
relevant to what I was doing… to what I
wanted other people to learn about. I just
knew I had to do it.

“I sit on the [Great Barrier Reef ] Marine
Park Authority board and also work with
some high-profile scientists. The degree
assisted with my ability to communicate
effectively and it also reinforced my
credibility.”
Focusing on contemporary planning
and management of sustainable tourism
businesses, the Graduate Certificate and
Masters courses provide invaluable exposure
to contemporary sustainable tourism practices.
Students benefit from up-to-date and
relevant trade material, including case
studies from CQUniversity’s Centre for
Tourism and Regional Opportunities (CTRO),
and regular guest lecturers speaking about
the latest industry trends.
Both degrees are available on campus in
Cairns or online via CQUniversity’s renowned
distance education mode, with all students
benefitting from access to field trips and
work placement opportunities no matter
how they choose to study.
The uni’s focus on flexibility and support
certainly wasn’t lost on Margie.
“They were really flexible with how they
put the course together, moving things
around to suit me because I was still running
a few companies,” she said.
“I’m so lucky – I’ve got one of the best
careers ever because I’ve been able to
combine my passions and it is my business.
I love my Great Barrier Reef and I know that
we’ve got to implement things that will
look after our world better and that’s what I
wanted to get out of this masters.”
For more information about
CQUniversity’s Graduate Certificate and
Masters courses in Sustainable Tourism
Management starting mid-year, search
‘CQUni’ online or call 13 27 86.
■ cqu.edu.au/postgradtourism
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WHAT’S NEW AT THE ZOO?
Here we talk to Jacqui Timmins,
GM Travelzoo Australia, about
a company that boasts 28
million members worldwide
and how it can help agents
better service their clients.
Q: What is Travelzoo?
A: We are an independent travel deals media
publisher that negotiates and publishes
only the strongest holiday, cruise, hotel,
restaurant, spa and entertainment deals
from high-quality companies.
As a business partner we help agents and
suppliers to reach engaged travellers by
driving great deals to assist in filling capacity
when needed and deliver a great return of
investment.

Q: What are some common
misconceptions about Travelzoo?
A: The number one misconception we come
across is that many believe we are either
an OTA, group buying or deal comparison
site. We are not in competition with agents,
but rather we love working with industry
partners to enhance their business.

Q: How can you help agents?
A: There is a massive opportunity for agents
to leverage the work of our Deal Experts to
enhance their clients’ travel by providing
incremental value-adds. We can be a time
saver, source of inspiration and great
benchmarking research tool.
Any agent can book any of our deals for
their clients, including our exclusive offers
for products ranging from travel to hotels to
gateways and experiences. As a result, the
agent provides a great product and has the
choice to charge a client service fee.
In the process of curating a client itinerary
we can also enhance their experience at a
local level in most cities worldwide due to
our global Travelzoo network. For example, if
you have a client visiting New York, there are
amazing local deals available for you to book
such as a dinner or river tour on their behalf
at the touch of a button.

Q: How do you ensure your deals are
the best?
A: By working closely with our clients
around the world, our Deal Experts research

Alice Springs
thousands of deals every week and use
our Test Booking Centre to ensure all our
published deals are available and easy to
book.
To get listed on Travelzoo the offer must
be the best in the market – no amount of
advertising guarantees a place on Travelzoo.

Q: Tell us about Travelzoo’s members
and the benefits of joining.
A: We have more than 670,000 members in
Australia and 28 million worldwide and it’s
free for them to join. This means you can rest
assured that we only present our members
with offers that have passed a rigorous

review and test booking by our Deal Experts.
We take the heavy lifting out of the research
involved in finding the best deal.

Q: How has Travelzoo evolved in
Australia?
A: Globally, Travelzoo has 25 offices in 11
countries. Here in Sydney we have a highly
talented team that brings experience from
across the travel and media sectors. I joined
Travelzoo Australia as GM in 2017 and I am
confident in the team we have in place and
our ability to continue to grow and succeed
in Australia.
■ travelzoo.com
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FLYING INTO

HISTORY
In a travel industry media exclusive, Traveltalk’s JENNY ROWLAND
reviews the first Qantas Perth to London flight, a long hop QF
almost makes feel short.
AT THE big pre-flight party at Crown Towers
in Perth, Qantas CEO Alan Joyce likened
the mood to the night before Christmas,
such was the buzz around their new
groundbreaking, nonstop flight to London.
There had been so much media hype
over the previous week, with the following
rumours flying around (pardon the pun).
• Margot Robbie would be on the
inaugural flight to London
• Qantas had been flying Perth-London
for the past week to test whether they could
actually make it!!!
• Qantas would announce their inaugural
flight from Perth to Paris.
I’m onboard now and ready for take-off
and I can reveal that none of the above are
true! After my stretch class in the lounge I
am zen Jen. The big question is how zen will
Jen be in 17 hours?
THE SEAT (20A PREMIUM ECONOMY)
I do a double take at the size of my seat
as it looks more like business class. Maybe I
had too many glasses of champagne in the
lounge and I’m in the wrong cabin!?
There is an adjustable footrest and an
ergonomic ‘sleeved’ pillow that fits around
the headrest and is super comfy. There’s a
Tbilisi
roomy 38-inch seat pitch and the base of
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the seat also moves forward when you
recline, creating a ‘cradle’ effect. I’ll be
hearing lullaby’s soon and l reckon the
next 17 hours are going to fly by (pardon
the pun, again!).
There’s a massive choice of movies,
box sets and TV shows and a 13-inch high
definition touch screen on which to enjoy
them. I have always thought the trick on
a long flight is to find a good box set and
there’s plenty to choose from here.
Much has been made of the alliance
between Sydney University’s Charles
Perkins Centre and the airline in trying
to create the optimum scientific flying
conditions within the cabin to minimise
the effects of fatigue and jet lag and
optimise wellbeing.
Lighting, temperature control, food
choices and timings have all been
carefully planned. We even have a sleep
professor onboard! My seat mate Tim has
been wired up as he is participating in
this experiment and he will be monitored
for his health and wellbeing throughout
and after the flight.
FOOD AND BEVERAGE
Sean, our cheery cabin attendant,
serves a great gin and tonic and I select

Cape Weligama
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THE PARTY
CONTINUES
Barry Humphries (aka Dame Edna
Everage) and chat show king Sir Michael
Parkinson were just two of the famous
faces who attended a commemorative
flight party at Australia House in
London.
With a soundtrack of INXS and Daryl
Braithwaite, and sipping the finest
Australian wines, guests celebrated
the inaugural Qantas Perth-London
flight. Along with some fine wining and
dining, delegates were also treated to a
dazzling ‘Strictly Ballroom’ performance.
“It is often said that the only thing
dividing our two countries is distance
and now Qantas have made a huge
contribution in reducing that distance
thus strengthening the already
strong bond,” said Alexander Downer,
Australian High Commissioner.

a light beef salad. Neil Perry is on the flight
eating his own food so I know it’s going to
be good.
My salad is light and delicious and the
Margaret River sav blanc a testimony to
premium Australian wine and a reflection
of the kind of Australian hospitality you
can expect onboard all Qantas flights. Real
cutlery and china are a nice touch and once
again the food service is more business class
than premium economy.
After dinner I pop on my eye mask and
press the recline button. Eight hours of
solid sleep later, I’m greeted by Sean and a
great cup of tea and I’m delighted to see we
only have three hours to go. I then have to
remind myself that it is three hours until final
destination and not to a stopover and that
feels really good.
That’s the longest sleep I’ve ever had
on a plane. Maybe there is something in
the ambient lighting and temperature
control initiatives. No wonder it’s called the
Dreamliner!
Breakfast is served and it’s a very tasty
omelette, bacon sausage and beans with
gallons of tea, which is perfect after my
big sleep and sets me up for the long day
ahead. We touch down to a rousing round of
applause and a welcome address from Alan
Joyce himself.
Qantas has come a very long way since
1947 when it took four days and seven stops
to fly from Britain to Australia. Back then the
fare was the equivalent of two-and-a-half
year’s salary at £525 pounds!!
This really has been a giant hop forwards
for the Flying Kangaroo.
■ qantas.com

DOING A LONG STRETCH
JENNY ROWLAND was also at the unveiling of the Perth International
Transit Lounge ahead of the inaugural London Dreamliner service.
IT IS being dubbed a ‘game changer’ of a
flight, but the first nonstop Australia to
Europe service is still long no matter how
you look at it. So Qantas has taken steps to
ensure the time literally flies by.
Preparation is key and that’s why
Qantas’ Perth International Transit Lounge
is so unique.
Stretching classes, jetlag-reducing
lights and an amazing outdoor terrace
are Qantas’ answers to any jitters one may
have before boarding an ultra-long flight.
Just as Qantas consulted medical
research institute, the University of
Sydney’s Charles Perkins Centre, to help
make passengers healthy and comfortable
on the flight itself, they also had a hand in
the design of the lounge for pre-flight use.
Qantas’ Perth International Transit
Lounge offers an array of unique features
including ‘light therapy’ in the shower
suites to help adjust the body clock, a
wellbeing studio with stretching classes
and a refresh area providing hydrating
face products.
But perhaps most impressively,
customers can dine in an open-air terrace
with a BBQ serving gourmet dishes by Neil
Perry. His signature hot dog is going to be
a winner!

Alan Joyce
and Neil Perry

This is Australia and Western Australia
at its best: fresh air, fresher food and a no
bling, understated decor that is a winning
combination of relaxation and ambience.
All of which means you’ll actually want
the journey to London to last longer just so
you can linger in this lounge for as long as
possible!
“We know the 787 is a game changer for
our customers, our people and for Perth,”
said Philip Capps, Qantas Head of Customer
Product & Service.
“We’ve brought together some of
Australia’s best culinary, design and
scientific minds to create a lounge
experience that will help set our customers
up to feel better throughout their journey.”
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BOOK IT NOW

Monks in a monastery.
Picture courtesy Liz Light

SPECIAL FRIENDSHIP OFFER
SAVING AUSSIES MONEY
WORLD EXPEDITIONS have launched a new
tour in Bhutan to take advantage of a oncein-a-lifetime ‘friendship offer’ between the
country and Australia.
The Royal Government of Bhutan
recently announced a ‘Bhutan – Australia
Friendship Offer’ to Aussies visiting the
country in June, July and August. The
one-off gesture was made to mark 15 years
of diplomatic relations between the two
countries.
To celebrate, World Expeditions has
created a seven-day ‘Western Bhutan

Cultural Tour’ that will provide a deep
impression of the land, its people and
history. It is priced from $2,190 per person
(around $1,000 less than a comparable trip
to Bhutan).
“This specially crafted itinerary
introduces many of Bhutan’s interesting
contrasts and defining characteristics,” said
Sue Badyari, CEO of World Expeditions.
“Fortress monasteries stand as powerful
symbols of the nation’s history while simple
village communities and ancient temples
convey the relaxed atmosphere of modern

Bhutan, a nation steeped in tradition.”
The trip covers the highlights of Western
Bhutan: Paro, Thimphu and Punakha Valley
including a hike up to the famous Taktsang
‘Tiger’s Nest’ Monastery.
During the ‘friendship’ period, the ‘allinclusive mandatory minimum package
rate’, which includes accommodation,
meals and professional guiding
services, will be reduced from $US200
(approx. $AU250) per night per person.
The friendship offer is only for those
travelling on Australian passports and
is only available from June 1 with travel
completed by August 31.
■ worldexpeditions.com.au

DISCOVER ANZAC HISTORY
IN OUR OWN BACKYARD
IN A year of major anniversaries, Mat
McLachlan Battlefield Tours (MMBT) has
launched a new itinerary giving Aussies the
chance to explore our war-time history on
home soil.
The ‘World War II in Australia’ tour is a
four-day round-trip from Sydney, visiting
the Australian War Memorial in Canberra,
a flying day at the Temora Aviation
Museum, the site of the Cowra Breakout,
the Japanese Cemetery and gardens
in Cowra, and the Lithgow Small Arms
Museum.
“Interest in war-time history and battles
is at an all-time high, especially with Anzac
Day coming up, the 100-year anniversary of
the Great War and 75th anniversary of key
World War II battles,” said Mat McLachlan,
Founder of MMBT.
“All of our tour leaders are passionate,
expert historians with a talent for bringing
military history to life, sharing the
unexpected stories behind each of the
tour’s destinations and their relevance to
this nation’s war-time experience.”
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•
•

•
•

Highlights of the tour include:
A guided tour of the Australian War
Memorial in Canberra, including
attending the Last Post Ceremony
A visit to Cowra’s Prisoner of War Theatre
where a holographic display shares
the story from a local perspective. This
includes a comprehensive walking tour
of the site, bringing the history of the
breakout to life

Above: Australian War Memorial
Below: Japanese Gardens in Cowra

A farewell breakfast at the five-hectare
Japanese Gardens, a peace park
established as a symbol of respect and
friendship between Australia and Japan
A guided tour of the Lithgow Small
Arms Factory Museum, Australia’s key
manufacturing plant for more than a
century, which houses an extensive
collection of firearms dating back to the
Australian military’s earliest conflicts.
■ The ‘WWII in Australia’ tours depart monthly from May, with special departures for
the Cowra Cherry Blossom Festival in September and the Warbirds Downunder Airshow
in October. battlefields.com.au/australia-in-world-war-2

BOOK IT NOW

TIME TO HIT
THE AUSSIE
ROAD
ARE YOU feeling the need for a holiday at
home but aren’t sure where to start your
adventure? Campervan road trips are a great
way to explore Australia.
There are many unique destinations and
options a-plenty on where to go in Australia.
While it may be tempting to try and cover as
much ground as possible, sometimes there
is nothing better than exploring a specific
region and really getting to discover the
delights of the area.
The pro’s of same state travel are that
you’ll be staying in the same area with the
same time zone, so there’s much more time
to get to know the area and the locals.
Another great reason to pick up and drop off
your campervan in the same location is that
it can be significantly cheaper than a oneway rental (which can often be overlooked.)
The crew at Britz campervans often have
special deals for customers ready to hit the
road. With dynamically priced daily rates,
travelling to and from places such as Cairns,
Perth or Darwin could be a few hundred

dollars cheaper.
Heart set on discovering Cairns? Make
your way south to Townsville along the route
also known as the Great Green Way with
sandy beaches, World Heritage rainforests
and plunging waterfalls. Just a few hundred
kilometres south you’ll reach Airlie Beach,
the Gateway to the Whitsundays, an
Australian ‘must see’ destination.
Visit in July or August and you’ll have the
added bonus of a warm climate to explore
the Great Barrier Reef, one of the Seven
Wonders of the Natural World.
If you’re keen to explore the NT then head
to Darwin, a melting pot of cultures and
dynamic scenery. Pick up and head just over

an hour’s drive from Darwin to Litchfield
National Park, which lures a quarter of a
million visitors every year.
The main attraction here is the
memorable group of spring-fed waterfalls
and waterholes at Buley Rockhole, Wangi
Falls, Sandy Creek, Tolmer Falls and Florence
Falls. Also head across to Charles Darwin
National Park, just a short drive from the city,
which was developed to show visitors the
rich mangrove habitats of Darwin Harbour.
If you’re not sure which campervan is
right for you, the Britz team is happy to help,
offering the largest range of 2WD and 4WD
campervans.
■ britz.com.au

That’s the simplest reason
why you can recommend
a Britz Northern Territory
camper holiday to pretty
well anybody.
Whether they’re a family looking for variety,
a young couple looking for adventure or an
older couple looking to travel at their own
speed, the Northern Territory will give them
memories they won’t find anywhere else.
Not only is it incredibly vibrant, but also
incredibly diverse with experiences to
suit anyone.
A Britz 4WD camper offers incredible comfort
and has everything they need, as well as the
ability to travel in total freedom.
Britz branches are in Darwin and Alice Springs.
For further information call 1800 331 454

als

Campervan. 4WD. Car Rent

#GoByCamper
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Why you should look

NORTH in 2018
Traveltalk Managing Editor JON UNDERWOOD attended the fourth ExploreGB event
in Newcastle recently and heard why Australia is still a key market for Britain.
VISITORS TO the UK are being promised a
‘summer to remember’ with the launch of
the Great Exhibition of the North.
Unveiled to media and delegates at
ExploreGB 2018 in Newcastle, the 80-day
celebration of Northern art, culture, design
and innovation will be staged across more
than 30 venues in NewcastleGateshead.
Taking place from June 22 to September
9, it will be the largest event happening in
England in 2018.
“We are getting ready to put on an
unforgettable show,” said Sarah Stewart,
Chief Executive, NewcastleGateshead
Initiative.
“The Great Exhibition of the North is
going to be packed with amazing exhibits,
live performances, displays of innovations,
artworks, you name it.
“In the spirit of great exhibitions of the
past, this will truly be a showcase of what
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we’re calling the outstanding and the
extraordinary.”
The free exhibition is targeting an
audience of three million, both from within
the UK and overseas, and is aimed at
encouraging travellers to see more of the
country than just London.
“This exhibition is our opportunity to
change perceptions of the north of England.
Our visitors will take with them a new
understanding of what the north has to offer
and that is why we are inviting the world to
come and join us for a summer to remember.”
Now in its fourth year, ExploreGB featured
more than 280 international travel buyers
from 29 countries doing business with more
than 330 tourism suppliers from across the
UK. More than 32,000 business meetings
took place across the two day event.
“This is a huge opportunity for us to
showcase what tourism is about across

our country,” said Carol Dray, Commercial
Director for VisitBritain/VisitEngland.
“Tourism is one of the world’s most
competitive industries and ExploreGB is a
key event for us and an incredibly valuable
business tool where we can show the world
how competitive our offering is.”
Inbound tourism to the UK is booming, with
visitor numbers expected to crash through
the 40 million mark for the first time this year.
Spending by overseas visitors is forecast to
reach £26.9billion (approx. $AU47billion) in
2018, with Australians playing a leading part in
boosting the UK economy.
Some 982,000 Aussies visited last year,
putting us 10th in international markets, while
our spending reached £1.06million (approx.
$AU1.88million), making us the fourth highest
spending travellers. The trend shows no sign of
slowing down, with Aussie visitation so far this
year up 11 per cent to 876,000.
“These numbers represent people from
across the globe who come to enjoy what
our nation and regions have to offer. We are
a very welcoming nation and we are open
for business,” added Ms. Dray.
VisitBritain also used the event to showcase
its new global marketing campaign ‘I Travel
For…’ to boost inbound tourism. Launched
in the Australian market recently, the digital
campaign uses short films and images to
promote experiences and less-explored
destinations, alongside globally renowned
landmarks and attractions.
■ visitbritain.com
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Stonehenge. Picture
courtesy VisitBritain

AUSSIE AGENTS ARE
JUST A CLASS ACT
JON UNDERWOOD chatted with Sally Balcombe, Chief Executive of VisitBritain, at ExploreGB 2018.
Q: How important is the
Aussie market to Britain?

our visitors so you are the perfect market.
We are also developing products
specifically for the Australian market. We will
be that specific in discussing just what it is
that Australians want.

about new destinations and new products.

Q: What’s the thinking behind the
‘I travel for...’ campaign, which you
launched in Australia recently?

A: I was in Australia recently and one of the
reasons for that was to re-affirm just how
important your market is to us. There’s also
a lot going on in Australia at the moment.
Q: How is your relationship with
There’s the launch of the new Qantas direct
the Aussie trade and travel agents?
flight from Perth to London, Etihad are telling
A: I think the Australian trade is a class act.
us that Sydney to London is where it’s at for
High quality, know their product, know their
them and there’s just a general, positive vibe
customers, well organised. The good thing
coming out of Australia about Britain.
about the Aussie trade is they understand
There’s really no mystery about why it’s
the product but they are open to new stuff.
such an important market for us. You come in
It’s not a trade that just wants to sit on its
big numbers, you spend a lot of money and
laurels and say “we know Britain and we’ll
you spend time here exploring the whole
keep on selling1 the9/4/18
same things.
” There’s that
185 x 130mm Travel Talk Magazine Half Page Advert.pdf
12:39
country. That’s exactly what we want from
energy in the trade that they want to learn

A: It isn’t supposed to be a one-off
campaign. We see this as a campaign
that’s got legs because the ‘I travel for...’ tag
personalises it to the traveller or whoever is
consuming it. And we can run with lots of
different ideas going forward so we think this
is something that will run and run.
We’ve got a lot going on at the moment
but we hope this investment now will pay off
in the future.
■ trade.visitbritain.com
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Agents embrace

NEW ROUTE
BUOYED BY extraordinary demand for its
soon-to-launch Melbourne-Vancouver
flights, Air Canada has announced an
increase in frequency for the non-stop
service from November and an expansion of
its agency support team.
Melbourne officially joins Air Canada’s
fast-growing global network on June 3
with direct Boeing 787 Dreamliner flights
operating three times a week to Vancouver.
Now the airline has revealed that from
November it will increase frequency on the
route to four times a week, with departures
scheduled each Monday, Wednesday, Friday
and Sunday.
From Vancouver passengers will be able
to seamlessly connect to more than 60
destinations across Canada. Australian flights
are also timed to optimise connectivity to
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the airline’s extensive U.S. network, which
includes popular cities such as New York, Las
Vegas and Chicago.
Vic Naughton, Air Canada General
Manager Australia and New Zealand, says
the decision to inject additional capacity
came in response to strong forward sales,
particularly during the traditional high
season.
“We have clearly tapped into pent up
demand not just from Victoria but across
Tasmania, South Australia and Western
Australia because the support from the trade
and the public has been overwhelming,” he
said.
“Canada’s ongoing popularity as a yearround destination is clearly a driving force.
But so is the fact that Australians have
embraced Vancouver International Airport
– and its U.S. immigration and customs
clearance facilities – as a fast, convenient
and friendly gateway to North America, and
in particular to New York, which is going
through the roof.
“Travellers are continually surprised to
learn that our Melbourne service offers one of
the fastest ways to reach the U.S. east coast.
“But what really sells it is the fact that,
unlike when transiting U.S. airports,
passengers don’t need to collect their bags
in Vancouver – they simply pass through the
uncrowded U.S. immigration and customs
and board their connecting flight, then
collect their luggage in New York.”
Melbourne will be Air Canada’s third local
port, with the airline already operating daily

non-stop services from Sydney and Brisbane
to Vancouver, which in 2017 saw Australian
arrivals grow by more than 20 per cent.
With the airline’s Australian capacity
having almost tripled over the past two
years, Naughton says the airline is now
recruiting additional staff to ensure its trade
partners receive maximum support.
“Our expansion has only been possible
because of the exceptional backing we have
received from travel agents,” he said.
“We want to ensure that relationship
continues to thrive by bolstering our
sales team with new roles responsible for
responding quickly to trade queries, assisting
group travel and helping agents sell Canada.”
Air Canada is also continuing to deepen
its relationship with Virgin Australia. In mid2017 the two carriers entered into a strategic
cooperation agreement that saw Air Canada
codeshare on VA flights from Brisbane and
Sydney to 10 destinations across Australia
and New Zealand.
This month the AC code was also added on
a wide variety of VA flights into Melbourne,
including Hobart, Adelaide and Perth.
Meanwhile, the network expansion that
has seen Air Canada become one of the
world’s fastest growing carriers is set to
continue over the next few months. In 2017
the airline introduced 20 new international
routes to its network and it now plans to add
another 10 routes from its three major hubs
–Vancouver, Montreal and Toronto – during
the 2018 northern hemisphere summer.
■ aircanada.com
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SKYtalk

Party heralds new Aussie service

Above: Erin Holland at the Perth event
Centre: Yen Kho and Adam Radwanski

FORMER MISS World Australia, Erin Holland,
was the celebrity host when Qatar Airways
invited travel industry members to a party
to celebrate the launch of its A380 service
from Perth to Doha.
The cocktail event saw the airline
showcase its award-winning business class
seat that passengers can now enjoy on the
service following its commencement on
May 1. A total of 100 travel agents attended
the launch, held at the Perth Convention
and Exhibition Centre recently.
“We are excited to launch our A380
service from Perth to further expand our

offering to our Australian passengers,” said
Adam Radwanski, Qatar Airways’ Senior
Manager for Australasia.
“This aircraft will connect smoothly
to our UK and Ireland network, offering
passengers seamless access to Dublin and
our five UK gateways – London, Manchester,
Birmingham, Edinburgh and soon, Cardiff.”
Qatar Airways currently operates a modern
fleet of more than 200 aircraft via its hub,
Hamad International Airport (HIA). The airline
has already welcomed the Airbus A350-1000,
for which it is the global launch customer.
■ qatarairways.com

VIRGIN GOES ON SALE
FLIGHTS FROM Sydney to Hong Kong with Virgin Australia are now on sale,
with the inaugural departure scheduled for July 2.
The airline will run daily services between the two destinations, operated
by an Airbus A330-200 and featuring the award-winning business class
product, ‘The Business’.
To celebrate, Virgin Australia has launched the #chopstickchallenge,
encouraging people to conduct ordinary tasks using chopsticks. The most
creative post will win return business class flights to Hong Kong, plus two
nights’ accommodation and a dim sum master class at the Peninsula Hotel2.
“Since Virgin Australia began flying to Hong Kong last year, airfares
from Australia have dropped by up to 40 per cent, signalling the strong
competition we have brought to this route,” said Rob Sharp, Virgin Australia
Airlines Group Executive.
“Hong Kong is a vibrant and exciting destination but is also a gateway into
Asia and Europe. We look forward to offering onward connections with our
partners Hong Kong Airlines and Virgin Atlantic.”
■ virginaustralia.com

IN BRIEF
■ AIR NEW Zealand (ANZ) and Virgin
Australia will end their trans-Tasman alliance
in October after seven years of partnership.
The move has led ANZ to announce two
new routes between Queenstown and
Wellington to Brisbane from December,
along with increased capacity from both
Christchurch and Auckland to Melbourne,
Brisbane and Sydney. airnewzealand.com.au
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■ Cathay Pacific is increasing its Adelaide
to Hong Kong service to six per week,
adding more than 26,000 seats annually
and creating a major boost in tourism and
export opportunities. The additional service
will be operated by an Airbus A330 and
commences from October 28. Travellers
from South Australia will be able to connect
to popular locations in North Asia, China,
North America and continental Europe,
including Cathay Pacific’s new Dublin route.
cathaypacific.com

■ Tickets for Air Tahiti Nui’s new
Dreamliners are now on sale as the airline
prepares to phase out its current Airbus
A340-300 fleet. The airline will introduce
four 787-9 Dreamliners featuring a threeclass configuration with the introduction of
the airline’s first premium economy product.
The fleet renewal is set to commence in
November with the remaining three aircraft
scheduled to be rolled out by September
2019. airtahitinui.com.au
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Airline making dreams

A REALITY
HAWAIIAN AIRLINES has announced
it is planning to buy 10 Boeing 787-9
Dreamliners with the possibility of adding a
further 10 to its fleet.
The first of the fuel-efficient, lightweight,
passenger-friendly airplanes is scheduled to
arrive in the first quarter of 2021.
The 787-9 features a spacious widebody cabin with extra large windows. The
innovative composite airframe will allow
Hawaiian to pressurise Dreamliner cabins
at a far lower altitude, creating a more
comfortable in-cabin atmosphere.
This modern cabin will provide the perfect
setting for Hawaiian’s award-winning,
authentic hospitality. The Dreamliner’s
excellent fuel efficiency makes the 787-9 an
ideal choice for Hawaiian’s long-haul Asia/
Pacific and North America routes.
“The Dreamliner combines excellent
comfort for our guests with fantastic
operational performance and will allow us to
continue modernising our fleet into the next
decade,” said Peter Ingram, President and
CEO of Hawaiian Airlines.
“It has more seating capacity than
Hawaiian’s current wide-body fleet, which
will allow us to further build upon our
successful growth in Asia.”
The company selected the 787-9 as part of
a competitive bid process that also included
the Airbus A330-900.
“We were in the enviable position of
choosing between two outstanding models
for our flagship aircraft of the future and I
couldn’t be more excited about the prospect
of adding the Dreamliner to Hawaiian’s fleet,”
said Ingram.

“Hawaiian Airlines has been on an
impressive growth trajectory, continuously
expanding services between Asia and North
America. It’s why we are thrilled they’ve
chosen to reach their next horizon with
the 787 Dreamliner,” said Kevin McAllister,
President and CEO, Boeing Commercial
Airplanes.

GRAB SOME EXTRA COMFORT
Hawaiian Airlines’ Extra Comfort seating
is now available to be purchased via the
GDS as an EMD-A (Electronic Miscellaneous
Document – Associated). This allows agents
to book and ticket Extra Comfort seating in
the one transaction.
The airline’s premium product, Extra
Comfort is a section of seats on the airline’s
Airbus A330s and A321s that offers more

legroom, priority services and additional
amenities to make your client’s travel
experience more comfortable.
Extra Comfort seating is available to be
booked at a cost of $165 to/from Honolulu
per sector. Extra Comfort is also available for
purchase on routes between Honolulu and
Mainland USA.
In other news, guests onboard Hawaiian
Airlines’ trans-Pacific flights now have
access to health and wellness video content
produced exclusively by the airline for its
in-flight programming.
The Ola Pono (Live Well) series has
videos on pre-flight, in-flight and postflight stretching and breathing techniques
by Honolulu movement specialist Wainani
Arnold.
“We understand the main purpose of
in-flight programming is to entertain,
but we knew we could do that while also
providing useful and effective content that
would enhance the guest experience,” said
Evan Nomura, product manager, in-flight
entertainment at Hawaiian Airlines.
Throughout the year, Hawaiian Airlines’
guests travelling between Hawaii and any
of the carrier’s North American gateway
cities or 11 international destinations will be
treated to new Ola Pono videos focused on
health and wellness within three main areas:
land, air and sea.
“Consistent, controlled movements while
flying benefit travellers of all ages and can
help with blood circulation, stiff joints and
jetlag,” said Ms Arnold. “The goal is to take
care of yourself during the flight so you can
get the most out of your Hawaii vacation.”
For more information about Hawaiian’s
Ola Pono series, as well as exclusive video
clips and travel tips from Wainani Arnold,
visit hawaiianairlines.com/OlaPonoWellness
■ hawaiianairlines.com
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Sydney Airport’s largest hotel rooms

have landed
OPENING AS the first airport hotel in Sydney
to feature three bedroom suites, the largest
that the area has ever seen, Meriton Suites
Sydney Airport is providing greater value
and extra comfort to their voyaging guests.
“We are thrilled to deliver yet another
Meriton Suites hotel in the immediate
Sydney Airport area. After the success of
our Mascot Central hotel with 379 suites,
it was clear that travellers are choosing
larger apartment-hotels when needing
near-airport accommodation,” said Matthew
Thomas, General Manager of Meriton Suites.
“We have a large number of guests
needing two- and three-bedroom suites for
their families or larger groups; so we have
answered their call and our new apartmenthotel at Sydney Airport will boast the most
two-bedroom and the only three-bedroom
hotel suites in the airport area.”
Emerging with stiff legs from the confines
of what is usually an extensive flight into
Sydney, travellers long for a comfortable
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place put up their feet and relax.
Traditionally considered a last-minute
option for the distressed traveller, stranded
from an inevitable delay, airport precincts
have been transformed into accommodation
hot spots for those wanting the comfort of a
conveniently located hotel.
“Usually, this Mascot location is either the
first impression or last impression that our
guests will have of Sydney, or even Australia,
so it is unsurprising to see that there has
been a lot of work and development put into
it. There are new entertainment quarters,
dining areas, trendy cafes and bars as well
as shopping precincts that have been
established nearby,” Thomas said.
Opened in April 2018, Meriton Suites
Sydney Airport boasts 179 self-contained
suites, all of which welcome guests into
oversized living spaces furnished with chic
furniture and a sophisticated décor; the
perfect options.
Ranging from one-, two- and three-

bedroom suites, all suites feature
configurable king-sized bedding for ultimate
flexibility that caters each stay to the needs
of its guests. One-bedroom suites also have
separated bedrooms and living spaces to
ensure maximum space throughout the stay.
“We are proud to have the opportunity
to accommodate some of the 114,000
passengers that pass through Sydney Airport
every day and have them stay with us,
experiencing the great value accommodation
that only Meriton can provide,” Thomas said.
Each suite is fitted with a gourmet kitchen,
equipped with the essential utensils for a
home cooked meal, while a Woolworths
supermarket is situated only a 600-metre walk
away at Mascot Central Retail Precinct. Delivery
services are also available, where grocery
packages tailored to the guest and their staytype is brought right to their front door.
Alternatively, comfort food is also an
option and has been redefined by Meriton
Suites’ involvement with Deliveroo. Bringing
room service from an assortment of cuisines
sourced from local restaurants, guests are
able to indulge in freshly made food, without
having to leave the suite.
With an exclusive fitness centre and
recreational facilities, which include an indoor
heated lap pool, spa and sauna, those arriving
and departing from a long-haul flight are able
to stretch their legs, or relax in style. Meriton
Suites Sydney Airport is also located opposite
Mascot Oval, allowing guests to enjoy a short
stroll under the iconic Sydney sun.
All guests are kept connected with
complimentary, unlimited Wi-Fi, found in
all areas of the hotel including all suites,
while all entertainment needs are catered to
with an extensive range of Foxtel channels
available, with each bedroom featuring its
own flat-screen TV.
■ meritonsuites.com.au

NOW

Meriton Suites Sydney Airport has opened its doors to 179 brand new suites.
The only hotel in the area to feature 179 oversized one, two and three bedroom suites, all of
which are fully-equipped, display the finest furnishing, and include individual bedrooms, Meriton
Suites Sydney Airport has raised the benchmark for an incomparable stay in Sydney. Offering
premium accommodation to all groups and families, Meriton Suites’ newest hotel is located
only a 10 minute drive to Sydney Airport, overlooking Mascot Oval, and is 400m from Mascot
Train Station, guaranteeing a seamless experience for all travellers. Meriton Suites Retail
Precinct, home to a Woolworths supermarket and an abundance of cafes and restaurants, is
only moments away and ensures ultimate convenience for all guests.

Sydney Airport

To discover why we’re famous for our
larger suites and exceptional
value for money, please call our
Australian based reservation hotline
on 1800 214 822, or visit
meritonsuites.com.au.
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WHERE LIFE IS GRAND

JON UNDERWOOD reviews the Centara Grand at
Central Plaza Ladprao in Bangkok.
CENTARA recently unveiled its five-year
vision and strategy for growth, aimed at
doubling revenue by 2022.
Thailand’s largest domestic hotel
operator currently has some 57 properties in
operation or under development across 12
countries in Southeast Asia. The company’s
three-pronged growth plan includes
expanding the current portfolio, identifying
and pursuing new business opportunities,
and strengthening its core infrastructure.
All of which is extremely impressive and
ambitious...but what is the product actually
like?
I had a brief, one-night stay at the Centara
Grand at Central Plaza Ladprao Bangkok a
couple of years ago. A recent three-day trip
to the Thai capital afforded me the chance
to really check out the hotel in more detail
and meet the new General Manager charged
with maintaining its five-star reputation.
“The key element in our name is ‘grand’. It
is one of those hotels of note in that it has a
huge footprint and hotels being built today
don’t have that,” said James Wilson, the GM
of Centara Grand. “We care about your stay
and you are not a number, you’re a person.
We want everybody’s stay to be enjoyable.
“I would really like to get more Australian
business. We work closely with travel agents
globally so if anyone wants to work with us, I
would love them to contact me.”
Located to the north of the city, Centara
Grand has 565 guest rooms and suites and
was the first hotel opened by the company.
Fully renovated and re-opened in 2012,
it offers quick and easy access into the
centre of Bangkok thanks to adjacent stops
for both the Mass Rapid Transit and BTS
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Skytrain rail networks.
I was fortunate enough to be given a
Club Deluxe Suite, the central feature of
which was a free standing bathtub, which
dominated the room. The king bed was
extremely comfortable and the room had
ample space to work, rest and play.
More importantly, the room gave me
access to the Club facilities, including private
check-in and the Club Lounge, where
complimentary snacks and drinks are served,
along with an extensive continental breakfast.
While popular with the business
community, thanks to extensive conference
facilities and proximity to the Bangkok
Convention Centre, the hotel is also a big
hit with families. The adjacent Central Plaza

The Blue Sky rooftop bar
shopping complex is one of the largest in
Bangkok with 300 shops, restaurants and a
multiplex cinema, while the hotel also has a
large swimming pool, fitness centre and the
award-winning Spa Cenvaree.
Centara Grand has nine restaurants and
bars, including one of the main reasons
you’ll want to stay here. The Blue Sky rooftop
bar has been listed as one of the ‘15 Most
Exciting Rooftop Bars in the World’ and gives
a spectacular view of the city at night time,
along with some superb cuisine and adult
refreshments, all served with world famous
Thai hospitality.
“We have a 21st century view of Thai
hospitality, so coupled with the graciousness
and elegance is the technology and
that defines us both nationally and
internationally,” added James.
“We have something for everyone and
this is Bangkok so there’s plenty on the
doorstep. Asia is really taking off and we
have such a good hotel deal for what you
get when you compare it to London or New
York. I think Bangkok is one of the best travel
options in the world.”
■ centarahotelsresorts.com

The Club Deluxe Suite

What’s the deal
with Travelzoo?

Travelzoo is a global media publishing
company. With more than 28 million
members in North America, Europe, and
Asia Pacific and 25 offices worldwide,
Travelzoo® publishes offers from more
than 2,000 travel, entertainment and
local companies.
Travelzoo’s deal experts review offers
to find the best deals and confirm their
true value.

travelzoo.com

Each offer will be researched against the market
for its strength and is subject to editorial approval.
Restrictions will apply based on inventory guidelines.
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FAMOUS EXPLORER JOINS

PONANT CREW
PONANT HAVE announced an exclusive
collaboration with sailor, mountaineer and
explorer Jean-Louis Étienne during unique
cruises to the Antarctic Peninsula and the
Aleutian Islands.
Étienne was the first man to reach the
North Pole solo and to have made the
longest crossing of Antarctica with a dog
sled. Passengers will be able to hear the

explorer on the subject of the ecosystems of
the polar regions, most notably through a
number of conferences aboard ship.
“PONANT is renowned for its great
expertise in polar expeditions, and we share
a great respect for these fascinating regions
as well as the pioneer spirit that typifies
explorers and great sailors,” said Jean-Louis
Étienne.

Great interest in Greg’s debut
AURORA EXPEDITIONS has reported an
overwhelming response to its new worldclass expedition ship Greg Mortimer and its
inaugural 2019/2020 polar season.
The expedition cruising company
promoted the new vessel earlier this year at
a host of trade, consumer and media events
across Australia and attended 12 industry
expos.
“We’re delighted with the response
from the industry for Greg Mortimer,” said
Dianna Schinella, Industry Sales & Marketing
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Manager for Aurora Expeditions.
“We knew there would be a lot of
interest in the new ship but the bookings
in our first month have exceeded all of our
expectations.
“If you’re talking to your clients about
Greg Mortimer, I encourage you to book
now. To be onboard the inaugural voyages
and visiting the world’s most spectacular
wilderness areas will be a once-in-a-lifetime
experience for any expeditioner.”
■ auroraexpeditions.com.au

Picture courtesy Studio
PONANT/Lorraine Turci

There are two cruises available with
the explorer, ‘New Year’s Day in the Polar
Regions’ and ‘Volcanoes of the Aleutian
Islands’. The first is a voyage to discover the
Antarctic peninsula with outings and shore
visits in Zodiac dinghies, with the latter
being a journey between Russia and Alaska
along the Pacific Ring of Fire.
The first cruise is a round-trip sailing from
Ushuaia aboard L’Austral from December 30
to January 9, 2019 (11 days, 10 nights). It is
priced from $17,390 per person in a prestige
stateroom cabin on deck 4 with private
balcony. Price is based on double occupancy
and includes safety and port taxes.
The second is from Petropavlovsk (Russia)
to Juneau (United States) aboard Le Soléal
from June 24 to July 6, 2019, (13 days/ 12
nights). It is priced from $13,680 per person
in a prestige stateroom cabin on deck 4 with
private balcony, based on double occupancy
and including safety and port taxes.
“Not only do we share a fascination
for the polar regions, but PONANT also
shares with Jean-Louis Étienne profound
convictions about environmental issues as
well as a certain vision of travel, inspired by
so-far unexplored destinations,” said JeanEmmanuel Sauvée, CEO of PONANT.
PONANT takes more passengers to the
polar regions than any other cruise company
and has just announced 22 departures to the
Antarctic for the 2019-2020 season. There’s
a selection of five itineraries to discover the
White Continent, including one that is all new.
Debut sailing ‘The Antarctic Odyssey’ will
visit the South Orkney Islands, an extension
of the Andean Cordillera. These islands, more
than 85 per cent glaciated, are home to
leopard seals and numerous penguin species.
■ ponant.com
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ENDURANCE

will test the limits
LINDBLAD HAVE celebrated the laying of
the keel for their first new build polar vessel,
described as the world’s most sophisticated
expedition ship.
The latest addition to the LindbladNational Geographic fleet was officially
unveiled at the CRIST shipyard in Gdynia,
Poland.
“We are thrilled to announce the
name of our new polar ship: National
Geographic Endurance, due for delivery in
the first quarter of 2020,” announced Sven
Lindblad, President and CEO of Lindblad
Expeditions.
“She is named in honour of Ernest
Shackleton, Lindblad Expeditions’ most

revered explorer and will incorporate
technical advances and create opportunities
for guests beyond the reach of any
contemporary ship.”
The state of the art, 126-guest polar
vessel has been designed as the ultimate
expedition platform with a focus on safety
and comfort, as well as incorporating
innovative sustainability solutions to reduce
its environmental impact.
A core feature is a distinctive bow that
provides fuel efficiency while significantly
improving guest comfort in rough seas and
a very high ice class for access deep into
polar regions. The ship’s expanded fuel and
water tanks provide for extended operations

World Leader of

Luxury Expeditions

in remote areas, while the zero-speed
stabilisers will ensure stability, whether at
zero speed or full steam ahead.
“A Polar Class 5 rating gives us the ability
to operate the ship freely at any time of year
in polar environments vastly expanding our
polar range,” Lindblad continued.
“This means we can explore deeper
into the pack ice, or further north to the
unexplored reaches of the arctic. For
instance, northern Ellesmere Island, where
only a relative handful of people have ever
been. Or some of the completely off-thebeaten-path arctic islands that are remote,
pristine and teeming with wildlife.”
■ au.expeditions.com

DISCOVER WHY PONANT HOLDS POLE POSITION IN POLAR EXPEDITIONS

With over 20 years experience and more than 330 Antarctic and Arctic
expeditions, PONANT, the World Leader of Luxury Polar Expeditions, carries
more guests each year to explore these isolated regions than anyone else.
Featuring the world’s youngest fleet, four ice-rated small luxury expedition
ships carrying a maximum of just 200 passengers when operating in polar
regions, provide the ecological benefits and safety of modern maritime
technology your clients seek. Specialist Expedition teams and Zodiac®
outings make landing ashore in remote, seldom visited destinations, safe and
enjoyable, enabling truly immersive experiences. Onboard, your clients will
enjoy an Open Bar and sophisticated cuisine as they experience PONANT’s
unique combination of French lifestyle, refined adventure, comfort and
intuitive service.
During the 2018, 2019 & 2020 polar seasons, PONANT will offer 81 voyages to
Antarctica, Alaska, South Georgia, Spitsbergen, Greenland, Baffin Bay and
Northwest Passage.
Call PONANT: 1300 737 178 | reservations.aus@ponant.com | au.ponant.com

Cruises subject to availability. Photographs: © PONANT: Lorraine Turci, Laurence
Fischer, Servan Roy Berton, François Lefebvre - ABN: 35 166 676 517.
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Welcome the
next generation
CORAL EXPEDITIONS will welcome its fourth
expedition cruise ship next year with a
further vessel intended to follow.
Launching in April 2019, the new ship
is designed for ocean voyages to remote
areas inaccessible to large cruise vessels.
The design draws on the latest technical
advances as well as the Australian cruise
line’s 34 years of experience building and
operating expedition ships.
The 60 cabins onboard the Coral
Adventurer will be outside-facing with
the majority having French windows and
private balconies. Two spacious bridge deck
balcony suites will feature a lounge area, a
special king-sized bed and an outside-facing
bathroom with picture windows.
The 120 passengers can look forward to
elegant and vibrant living spaces designed
to show off the locations the ship will visit.
There are multiple indoor and outdoor
bars with lounge seating inviting guests to
sit back and watch the panorama unfold
outside.
A guest observation lounge located in the
bridge (a Coral Expeditions trademark) will
allow passengers to immerse themselves
in the navigation activity. The ship is also
equipped with a passenger elevator and WiFi throughout the guest areas.
Custom-designed around its clientele and
expedition-focused itineraries, the new ship
also features:
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•
•
•
•

Two ‘Xplorer’ tenders mounted on
hydraulic platforms that allow all guests
to embark and disembark for shore
excursions without steps, queues or
waiting
A natural light-filled lecture lounge
equipped with modern technology for
daily presentations and briefings by
expedition experts
Facilities onboard to host scientific
research missions and local exhibitors
Spacious communal areas, including a
dining room which seats all guests.

Coral Adventurer will join the company’s
fleet exploring the Kimberley region, Cape
York and Arnhem Land, Papua New Guinea,
the Spice Islands, Indonesia and the South
Pacific.
Her maiden voyage on April 24 next year
will be from a series of themed itineraries
called ‘In the trail of Tasman’, retracing the
historic explorations of Dutch explorer
Abel Tasman. He was the first to map the
coastlines of New Zealand, New Guinea and
Northern Australia in the 17th century. The
18-night cruise will begin in Singapore and
finish in Darwin.
Apart from picking up the Tasman trail,
the Coral Adventurer will disembark guests
directly on Anak Krakatau, the famed
volcanic island in the Sunda Straits. Other

Above: Outside Bar
Below: Balcony Suite

highlights include Komodo Island, home of
the famed dragons, and the coral gardens of
remote Pulau Alor, which offers some of the
best snorkelling in the region.
The ship will then undertake a10-night
‘Wildlife & Warriors of West Papua’ sailing
departing from Darwin on May 13, 2019,
looping through remote islands, seeking out
ancient rock art at Kei Island and visiting the
emerald waters of Triton Bay.
Thereafter, the Coral Adventurer will
slip into the regular Kimberley season
between Broome and Darwin, which Coral
Expeditions has been operating for 24 years.
The ship will then cruise to New Guinea and
the Spice Islands.
The 2019 brochure also includes a new
itinerary, ‘Komodo Dragons & Krakatoa’,
which is a 17-night cruise from Darwin to
Singapore.
Departing January 2020, this voyage
will uncover the diversity of the Indonesian
archipelago, with a chance to swim,
snorkel and dive the coral reefs around the
Thousand Islands, Karimunjawa Marine Park
and Lombok. Guests will spot endangered
species at Ujung Kulon National Park and see
the iconic Komodo Dragons in their natural
habitat.
■ issuu.com/coralexpeditions
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LUXURY
inside your own

DREAM PALACE

GENTING DREAM’S range of staterooms
offer a haven of calm, balancing modern
convenience with tranquillity and offering
the best beds and bathrooms at sea.
In our opinion, you won’t get a better
nights’ sleep than in our ‘dream beds’,
featured in all our staterooms. Dream Beds
wrap each guest in comfort and luxury,
thanks to a unique combination of high
quality mattresses, silky smooth sheets,
bouncy duvets and a mountain of pillows.
Guests can also choose from our pillow and
duvet menu to ensure the perfect sleep
Dream Palace is part boutique hotel,
part private clubhouse. Step inside and you
are in a different world. Here you will find
exclusivity, style and impeccable service at
every turn. Introducing the ultimate luxury
experience from Dream Cruises.
Fully appointed suites, lavish lounges
and dining rooms with some of the most
decadent amenities at sea.
From the moment you arrive, you will
experience an incomparable level of
hospitality from our dedicated European
butler service. Mindful of your needs – but
never obtrusive – they will cater to your every
comfort. Whatever you dream of, just ask.
Our butler service combines the best of
European flair and excellence with heartfelt
hospitality. Your dream butler will remember
your favourite drink, book a table at your
favourite restaurant and go the extra
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SPECIAL OFFER
distance to ensure you have the ultimate
Dream Experience. Suite guests have access
to the following discreet facilities, amenities
and privileges:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exclusive Restaurant, Bar,
Lounge and Pool
European Butler Service
Bespoke 24 hour Concierge Service
Complimentary dining in
specialty restaurants
Al Freso BBQ Dinner hosted on the
Palace private Pool Deck
Premium Beverage Package
Priority check-in and Embarkation
Wi-Fi for duration of cruise
Transfers during port stays

Each suite in the Dream Palace complex
is furnished with fine Italian bed linens,
amenities and luxury bathrooms. Indulgence
is around in every detail.
The top of the range suites in the complex
are the Garden Penthouses, unmatched

For a limited time, Dream Cruises
are offering 20 per cent savings on
selected Suite Categories in The
Dream Palace onboard Genting Dream
ex Singapore.
You will be spoilt with interesting
and dynamic itineraries to Redang
Island In Malaysia, Sihanoukville
in Cambodia, Koh Samui, Penang,
Phuket and Kuala Lumpur along with
Surabaya and North Bali, Indonesia.
For bookings and further
information, visit dreamcruiseline.com

by anything else on the ocean. These
two duplex suites are elegantly designed
and among the largest at sea, with two
bedrooms and an option of a connecting
suite. Each features a private sun deck,
whirlpool and grand piano. And with
pre- and post-cruise transfers, plus daily
champagne on ice, our garden penthouses
take the extravagance of high-end cruising
to another level.
Dream Cruises offers a quality of service
and hospitality unrivalled in Asia. Be
immersed in the local culture and explore
the natural wonders of the region. If you
want to escape from the ordinary in true
style and luxury, look no further.

Location > Mitchell Plateau

Discover your Kimberley

23 years of Kimberley stories
CoralExpeditionsistheAustralianpioneerofexpeditioncruising
andaspecialistintheKimberleysince1996.
In2019,wewillhavethreeAustralianflaggedandcrewedships
operatingintheKimberley;thepioneerCoral Expeditions I,theelegant
Coral DiscovererandournewflagshiptheCoral Adventureronher
maidenseason.
Whatmakesusthebestchoiceforguestsseekingtodiscoverthe
Kimberleyexperience?
>RenownedforourrelaxedandfriendlyAustralianhospitality
>ThelargestfleetwiththelongestseasonintheKimberley
>Overallguestsatisfaction“excellenceratingof94%”
>Ateamofexpeditionleadersandguestlecturerswith
unsurpassedknowledgeoftheKimberley
>DailyXplorerexcursionsall-inclusiveinprice
>Noqueues,dresscodesorassignedseating
LetusshareourstoriesandhelpyourclientsdiscovertheirKimberley.

Our storytellers
“I have been showing our guests the
Kimberley for 18 years and it still gets me
excited. There is something new to see,
hear and learn every day. There is never
a dull moment in this place.”
Jamie Anderson – Expedition Leader

> 10 NIGHT EXPEDITION CRUISES > MARCH TO SEPTEMBER EVERY YEAR
> FROM $8,690pp
> 1800079545 
>kimberleyreservations@coralexpeditions.com 
>www.coralexpeditions.com

Special offer
*Conditionsapply.

Book your clients a balcony stateroom on Coral Adventurer’s Explorer Deck
on her maiden season and they will enjoy a premium Australian wine and
cheese experience on their private balcony*.

ASIAN ESCAPES: Japan

Left: Glover
Garden
Above:
Peace Park
Below: 2nd
Dock House

FINDING PEACE IN

NAGASAKI

Synonymous with one of mankind’s darkest hours,
Nagasaki continues to commemorate rather than forget
its place in history, as MARK HARADA discovers.
STORIES RELATING to the atom bomb blast
that effectively ended the Second World War
are everywhere in Nagasaki. Yukiko’s is of her
old school.
Shiroyama Elementary was just 500
metres from the hypocentre of the
explosion, but miraculously, a small part
of its structure stood firm. Rebuilt again as
a school, it now also acts as a museum for
those interested in its story.
With poignancy but hope, Yukiko
recounts the monthly “peace lessons” and
remembrance ceremonies she experienced
as a pupil, services that still exist. Today our
guide, she says the observances occur on the
9th of every month to mirror the detonation,
on August 9, 1945.
Just down the road from the school is
Nagasaki Peace Park, probably the most
well known homage to the bombing. As I
submerge from its underground car park the
first thing that hits me is the throng of people.
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On this sunny day, the Nagasaki
Peace Park isn’t exactly peaceful. But like
Hiroshima, this is a story that needs telling,
with lessons that need learning and so
crowds should be, and are, welcomed.
Dominating the park, which marks the
bombing on August 9 every year with a
Peace Memorial Ceremony, is the 10-metre
high Peace Statue. Amid the photos,
flowers are laid and there’s even a tribute
comprising thousands of brightly coloured
paper cranes (synonymous with peace and
prosperity in Japan).
On the other side of a large open space,
official gifts (mostly monuments) from
every corner of the globe draw onlookers
almost equally international. But there are
as many local school students as there are
selfie takers.
I soon find a recent Australian present –
the indigenous ‘Tree of Life’ that honours
Nagasaki and Hiroshima as well as those

affected by bomb testing in Australia. But
touching tributes are everywhere, like the
small field of ‘Friendship Blossoms’ given by
the U.S., and several moving monuments with
children.
Beyond the Fountain of Peace (that sends
up water in the shape of wings), I work my
way down to the Hypocenter Cenotaph, which
marks the exact spot under which the bomb
exploded some 500 metres above. Here, relics
of the former Urakami Cathedral are preserved,
while the small remains of obliterated homes
are displayed.
Not far away, the incredible National
Peace Memorial Hall (part of which lights up
spectacularly at night) and Nagasaki Atomic
Bomb Museum are definitely worth a visit,
while numerous memorials pepper the
surrounding area, like the fallen bell tower
of the original Urakami, which had been
the largest Catholic Church in East Asia, the
bombed effigy of Mary and several statues
decapitated by the bomb blast.
But the air raid shelters at Yamazato
Elementary School, where countless children,
teachers and residents perished after the
bombing, is perhaps the most poignant of
places in the whole city. Because sometimes,
reminders like Shiroyama and Shiritsu are
necessary. Yukiko, you have our attention.

ROMANTIC HOLIDAYS
Nagasaki’s Glover Garden
This isn’t your typical Japanese garden.
Yes, there’s the pond of carp (kai in Japanese)
and trees seemingly bent against their will
(to beautiful effect), but absent are the raked
pebbles, mossy rocks and toro (Japanese
stone lanterns). Of course, and most
importantly, there are the European-style
homes that pepper its grounds too.
The approach to the garden, which is
set on the hills above Nagasaki Harbour,
is delightful in itself, taking you up a short
but fairly steep incline past sweet shops,
souvenir stands and points of interest, like
Oura Cathedral (just Japan’s oldest church).
But few leave without feasting on the main
course.
The size of a small theme park, Glover
Garden is like an open-air museum that
showcases the 19th century western homes
of Nagasaki’s foreign residents, the most
notable of whom was Scottish merchant
Thomas Blake Glover, who helped shape
modern Japan largely through shipbuilding.

Overlooking the bay, the World Heritage
listed Glover Residence (1863) is said to be
the oldest Western-style building in Japan.
Inside, you’ll find original artefacts alongside
a recreation of his home, complete with
period European furniture, glasshouse and
even a lavish mock meal.
Back down the hill is a leafy alfresco
dining area where you can enjoy a Japanese
curry or soft serve alongside a water
monument dedicated to the city’s famous
Edo Period Hidden Christians. Or in the
summer months you can enjoy a cold drink
in the almost Germanic beer garden setting,
as the attraction remains open until 9.30pm
for its spectacular illumination.
Day or night, Glover Garden arguably
demands more time than any other
experience in Nagasaki. Give it some and
you’ll be truly rewarded.
■ Traveltalk was a guest of Japan National
Tourism Organization (JNTO). The writer
stayed at the Luke Plaza Hotel.

Alt House

Glover Residence
Pictures by Mark Harada

Fly to London onboard the Philippines’ first and only 4-Star airline.
Catch our low fares when you book now until June 30, 2018.
Travel from April 14 – December 10, 2018.
ALL-IN ECONOMY ROUNDTRIP FARES
From

Sydney
Melbourne
Brisbane

As low as

AUD1,005
AUD988
AUD1,011

Terms and conditions apply.

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM |

flyPAL | (1300) 887 822
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ASIAN ESCAPES: Macau

A LEADER
IN LUXURY
MACAO HAS been named as a world leader
in the luxury hotel category, surpassing
Paris and Hong Kong for having the largest
number of five-star hotels and restaurants
respectively.
This year’s edition of Forbes Travel Guide
revealed that Macao has 12 luxury hotels,
two more than the French capital, and 12
five-star restaurants, defeating Hong Kong
by three.
News of this latest success rating
couldn’t have been better timed as the
Asian centre celebrates 2018 Macao Year of
Gastronomy, further acknowledgment for
being designated a UNESCO Creative City
for Gastronomy.
“Such high ratings further highlight
Macao as a genuine leader for its luxury
accommodation and quality cuisine,” said
Helen Wong, General Manager of the Macao
Government Tourism Office (Australia and
New Zealand).
“For a long time, Macao has been globally
recognised for the standard of its hotels and
restaurants, and to receive such accolades
provides further proof of the former
Portuguese enclave’s standings.
“With new hotels and resorts opening –
or due to open – we can only see another
increase in five-star quality establishments.”
Here is the Forbes Guide report:

Hotels
After tying on the global ladder in 2017,
Macao nudged out Paris in the Forbes 2018
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Above: A suite at the Banyan Tree
Inset: A room at the
JW Marriott Hotel Macau
edition in the five-star category with 12,
followed by Paris with 10, London with nine
and Hong Kong with eight.
The coveted top award was presented
to the following hotels: Altira, Banyan Tree,
Conrad, Encore, Four Seasons, Mandarin
Oriental, MGM Macau, Nuwa (formerly
Crown Towers), Star Tower (Studio City),
Wynn Macau, Wynn Palace and The RitzCarlton.
Several of these hotels were multiple
winners of the five-star awards, namely
Wynn Macau and Mandarin Oriental with six
five-star awards each, for the hotel, the spa
and four restaurants. Nuwa received five,
for the hotel, the spa and three restaurants,
followed by Altira with four awards in the
top category.
In addition, six hotels in Macao received
the Forbes four-star award. They were
Galaxy, Grand Hyatt, JW Marriott, Okura, St.
Regis Cotai Central and The Venetian.

Restaurants
Macao was also the most awarded
city in the restaurants category with 12
establishments receiving the five-star
accolade, one more than compared with
last year’s figures, while nine restaurants in
Hong Kong received the top award.
The list of five-star restaurants awarded in
Macao: Aurora (Altira), Belon (Banyan Tree),

Golden Flower (Encore), Il Teatro, Mizumi
and Wing Lei (Wynn), Jade Dragon (City of
Dreams), Shinji by Kanesaka, Sushi Mizumi,
The Tasting Room (City of Dreams), Tenmasa
and Vida Rica (Mandarin Oriental).
With regards to four-star ratings, the
restaurants listed were Andrea, Lai Heen,
Mizumi, Wing Lei Palace and SW Steakhouse
(Wynn Palace), Pearl Dragon (Studio City),
Robuchon au Dôme (Grand Lisboa), Terrazza
(Galaxy), Ying (Altira) and Zi Yat Heen (Four
Seasons).

Spas
In the spas chapter, Macao was
represented with eight of the best in the
world, found at Wynn Palace, Wynn Macau,
Mandarin Oriental, Encore, Nuwa, The RitzCarlton, Banyan Tree and Altira.
As a footnote, Forbes listed five reasons
to visit Macao in 2018:
•
•
•
•
•

The Galaxy swimming pools complex
The emerging restaurant scene
Luxury shopping
Macau Grand Prix
Local culture in Coloane village.

The five-star accolade was given by
Forbes in 2018 to a total of 199 hotels, along
with 64 restaurants and 60 spas around the
world.
■ Visitmacao.com.au

ASIAN ESCAPES: Macau

ASIAN ESCAPES

EARLYBIRD SPECIALS ON CHINA AND JAPAN
TRAVELMARVEL’S NEW 2019 China and Japan
brochure features rail journeys throughout
China, a three-night Yangtze River cruise and
experiences across Japan.
Travellers who book before August 30 can
take advantage of earlybird specials including
‘fly free’ offers.
New for 2019, guests will enjoy stress-free
travel without the need for internal flights on
the company’s ‘Grand Tour of China’, allowing
them to experience the ease and efficiency
of the country’s world famous high-speed rail
system.
The 14-day itinerary includes five rail
journeys and the three-night Yangtze River
cruise that takes visitors to some of China’s

Time to venture far and wide

VENTURE FAR has released its 2018-19 Thailand brochure with an expanded range of
sightseeing, touring, experiential and resort options.
Highlights include overland tours (north and south Thailand as well as in-depth Lanna
Kingdom and Sukhothai experiences) and river cruising on the Chao Phaya River from Bangkok
to Ayuthaya (three-days/two-nights) on the infamous River Kwai (four-days /thee-nights).
venturefar.com.au

must-see destinations. Including stops in
the eclectic cities of Beijing, Xi’an, Chengdu
and Shanghai, the tour is priced at $6,595
twin share including fly free offers and early
payment discounts.
Beginning in Beijing, the tour continues
to the Great Wall of China to take in the
views from the Mutianyu section of the
wall. Uncover the fascinating history behind
Xi’an’s impressive collection of Terracotta
Warriors and see Giant Pandas in Chengdu.
Guests will enjoy a range of inclusions
like transfers, tipping, port charges and
porterage while staying in a range of
premium hotels that have been hand-picked
for their central locations.
Travelmarvel’s 12-day ‘Discovering Japan’
tour visits all the must-see sights and includes
the cherry blossom trees in full bloom. It is
priced from $7,795 per person twin share,
including an earlybird saving of $1,000 per
couple and early payment discounts.
Guests will experience the energy of Tokyo,
take in views of Mt Fuji, visit the Shinto Torii
gate on Miyajima Island, see Hiroshima’s
World Peace Memorial Park and wander the
streets of Kyoto in search of geisha.
■ travelmarvel.com.au
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ADVENTURE TRAVEL: Advertorial

The
safari
that
leaves nothing in reserve
NAMIBIA IS a vast landscape of shimmering
salt pans, red dunes, glittering oceans and
haunting coastlines where the sunsets are
unforgettable and the wildlife abundant.
Home to both the ‘Big Five’ and the
marine ‘Big Five’, and some of Africa’s
finest game reserves, Namibia offers
adventure aplenty. On Abercrombie & Kent’s
new two-week small group journey, a
specialist guide accompanies an intimate
group of no more than 12 guests on
an extraordinary odyssey through this
intriguing country.
Photography enthusiasts will have
outstanding opportunities to focus their
lenses on wildlife big and small, dramatic
otherworldly landscapes as well as intimate
tribal portraits, bringing home unforgettable
memories of a unique part of the world.
The journey travels from Windhoek
south to the world famous Sossusvlei
dunes in the Namib-Naukluft National Park,
Africa’s largest conservation area.
Here, travellers hike up some of the
world’s highest free-standing sand dunes
marvelling at the surrounding stark
landscape and wander through the ancient
three kilometre long Sesriem Canyon.
Mowani

There are myriad opportunities to seek out
special desert-adapted wildlife, including the
elusive desert elephant, and spend the night
in a star bed gazing at some of the clearest
skies in the world.
On the coast there is an exclusive
catamaran cruise in Walvis Bay led by a
marine biologist taking guests in search of the
marine Big Five - whales, dolphins, mola mola,
leatherback turtle and seals. The passage past
oyster farms and Pelican Point lighthouse also
reveals a colony of 60,000 resident Cape fur
seals. Freshly shucked oysters with sparkling
wine and snacks is an added highlight.
Further north, the journey heads into
Damaraland with a 4WD adventure through
rugged river valleys and dunes in search of
game, into local villages and a World Heritage
listed rock art site. Guests meet the traditional
Himba people in a remote settlement and get
an insight into their extraordinary, unchanged
way of life.
After a few more days on safari in and
around the magnificent Etosha National Park,
there’s a remarkable conservation experience
at Okonjima, home to The AfriCat Foundation,
a non-profit organisation committed to
long-term conservation of Namibia’s large

carnivores, especially cheetah and leopard.
Specialist activities are available at
Okonjima including leopard tracking,
viewing wildlife at night in a hide, a walk
with San bushmen and radio-tracking
spotted hyena as well as visits to community
conservation projects.
Guests will gain an in-depth appreciation
of the work done to rehabilitate cheetah and
leopard rescued from commercial farmland
and the positive impact being made through
community education.

BEST TIME TO TRAVEL

The optimum travel time for Namibia
is between April and October when the
days are warm and sunny and rainfall is
at a minimum. The wet season arrives in
December and generally runs through until
March.

SAFARI ACCOMMODATION

On the journey guests experience
a variety of lodgings from a cool,
contemporary urban sanctuary to a seaside
resort, a luxury tented camp, rock and
thatched chalets and a stone-cladded fort.
■ abercrombiekent.com.au

A&K’S 14-DAY
‘NAMIBIA UNEARTHED’
Tour dates:
August 18-31, 2019;
October 13-26, 2019.
Twin share per person:
From $14,995
Single supplement:
From $1,545
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“I come from the saltwater people,
We always lived by the sea.”
– Warumpi Band ‘My Island Home’

CRUISE THE KIMBERLEY
IN A&K STYLE
Explore the pristine Kimberley coastline aboard the all-new, all-luxury ‘Le Laperouse’, exclusively chartered and
reimagined by Abercrombie & Kent. Specially configured for only 150 guests, with beautifully-appointed cabins and
spacious suites, all with balconies, plus a fi rst-of-its-kind underwater lounge, infi nity pool, and exquisite dining.
A&K’s elite Expedition Team includes award-winning naturalists, conservationists and photographers, who will be
with you throughout the voyage to bring to life some of Australia’s and the world’s most spectacular landscapes and
seascapes. Soak it all in while you meander through far-flung islands, ancient cultures, stunning tidal waterfalls,
and biodiverse coral reefs.
Highlights of the 12 night journey from Broome to Darwin include the extraordinary Horizontal Falls,
Montgomery Reef, the cave art at Raft Point, frequent Zodiac excursions, sea turtles and saltwater crocodiles,
a helicopter fl ight to Mitchell Falls, and a fi xed-wing fl ightseeing experience over the Bungle Bungles, all included.
Don’t miss this once in a lifetime opportunity to experience one of the world’s last great wildernesses
in incomparable A&K style.

150 Guests | 13 days | 20 June – 2 July 2019 | from AU$18,295pp*
Talk to your travel agent or call A&K on 1300 851 800
ONE DEPARTURE ONLY | SELLING FAST | BOOK NOW

abercrombiekent.com.au

*Terms and Conditions apply. See website for details.

EXPERIENTIAL TRAVEL: Advertorial

Get active and

make more discoveries
RIVER CRUISE companies throughout the
industry have played their part in shaking off
the stigma that ‘cruising is just for the retired’.
Companies like Avalon Waterways and
their specifically crafted ‘Active Discovery’
itineraries prove cruising can appeal to a
much broader audience.
It’s now easier to awaken an old passion
or perhaps even discover a new gift with
more hands-on immersive experiences to
expand guests’ horizons.
In fact, for all those river cruising sceptics
out there, here’s a taste of some of the
adventures available on Avalon Waterways’
latest ‘Active Discovery’ offering. ‘Active
Discovery on the Rhône’ will be sure to have its
guests up, out and exploring the culture, sights
and escapades waiting beyond the shore:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Guided hikes through the picturesque
vineyards surrounding the twin cities of
Tournon and Tain-l’Hermitage, France
Painting workshops to master (or at least
attempt to) the style and techniques of
the famed Vincent van Gogh
Canoe tours navigating the spectacular
canyons of Gorges de l’Ardèche, France
Underground wine tastings at the striking
cellars of Châteauneuf-du-Pape, France
Meet and greet with a local bull fighter in
Arles for an insight into the controversial
tradition, France
Cooking classes to learn how to prepare
Lyonnaise specialties, while sailing to
Lyon, France

Scenic cycling excursions around the
• Blake
Wiggins (DriveAway’s NSW & ACT

serene
Natural
Park in Flights
Port
BDM)
andCamargue
Kate Anthony
from Student
Saint Louis, France.
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However, Avalon Waterways has taken its
offering one step further. To assist with all
these new discoveries, Avalon Waterways
has brought onboard, excuse the pun, a
dedicated Adventure Host who will be
on hand with gear, maps and more active
pursuits for both on and off the ship.
Chris Fundell, Avalon Waterways’ National
Marketing Manager, said following on
from the demand for its ‘Active Discovery’
itineraries on the Rhine and Danube, the
launch of its 2019 Rhône tour was a natural
progression for the company and one that
has already received overwhelming interest.
“With the way the market is headed and
the growing appetite for more stimulating
experiential cruising, we’re not surprised
2019 is already shaping up to be a busy year
for Active Discovery on the Rhône,” said Mr
Fundell.
“To further support this demand, we’re
confident the introduction of our Adventure

Host, on all 2019 European cruises will be a
welcome sight. Whether guests are looking
for a kayaking excursion on the river or a
complimentary fitness class on the Sky Deck,
Avalon Waterways’ new Adventure Host can
make it happen.”
Additionally, for those looking for a bit
of independent exploration, 2019 will also
see the launch of the company’s exciting
new AvalonGo app which will provide a
detailed daily schedule of guests’ itinerary, a
list of nearby attractions (featuring hours of
operation, historical facts and more), maps,
directions as well as local cafés, restaurants,
bars and entertainment options, to allow for
even more adventures.
With a variety of experiences on offer,
paired with the relaxed luxury Avalon
Waterways is renowned for, it’s impossible to
dismiss this form of travel as only suited to
the leisurely cruisers.
■ avalonwaterways.com.au

ACTIVE DISCOVERY CRUISES
Bike, hike, cook & paint your way through Europe.

Everyone travels to see new things, but many travel to do new things as well. Avalon’s Active Discovery
cruises are designed for guests to choose the activities that appeal to them most.
Guests can take an archery lesson, go underground in a salt mine or take a painting class – to name a few.
This truly is European travel with a focus on enjoying every moment of the journey.
For 2019, Active Discovery itineraries are available on the Rhine, Danube and Rhone rivers
– and operate on Avalon’s award winning one-of-a-kind Suite Ships.

For more information or to book:

CALL 1300 230 234
Visit avalonwaterways.com.au

Luxurious accommodations

|

All meals on board

|

Beer & wine with lunch & dinner

|

Choice of daily sightseeing

|

Port charges & gratuities

EUROPE: Ireland

My pretty little

GALWAY

TRIP

What better occasion to visit Galway than St Patrick’s Day?
JON UNDERWOOD joins the crowds for the 115th staging
of the city’s traditional parade.
IT MAY well be celebrated across the globe
but if you really want to get the most out
of St Patrick’s Day then you have to spend
March 17 in Ireland.
I’d arrived in Galway the night before
after a short 80-minute flight from Gatwick
to Knock and there was a palpable
sense of excitement throughout the city.
Loudspeakers had been set up along the
parade route, souvenir shops were doing
a brisk trade in distinctive green hats and
there were piles of barricades dotted around
the streets, ready to go up in the morning.
When that morning came it was overcast
and chillingly windy but crowds began lining
the parade route from around 10am, ready
for the 11.30 start. I took up a vantage point
outside the main fire station which served as
the rallying and starting point so as to ensure
a great view of the 90-minute spectacle.
It certainly didn’t disappoint. Once the
small army detachment at the head of the
parade marched off with the Irish flag flying
wildly in the sharp wind there followed a
colourful and eclectic variety of marchers
and bands, including acrobats, circus
animals and various local sports groups and
organisations.
A large contingent of American cops
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had also made it across the Atlantic for the
ceremony, emphasising the strong ties that
bind the heritage of Ireland and the United
States.
Members of the Galway Feminist Collective
marched alongside Amnesty International,
interspersed with super heroes, go-kart
drivers and the piece de resistance, a massive
lady giant bringing up the rear from the
Macnas theatre company. Accompanied by
a cacophony of drummers, the giant made
a spectacular sight as she weaved her way
through the narrow city streets.
By the time the performers got across
the river and headed up Mainguard Street
towards Eyre Square, the crowds were eight
or nine deep and the little kids were hastily
shoved to the front for a better view.
Once the parade had finished, the central
Eyre Square became the focus point for
continued celebrations, with live music from
the Clandestinos, a vintage carousel and
plenty of entertainment for all the family.
And just when we thought St Patrick’s Day
couldn’t get any better, the Irish rugby team
clinched the Grand Slam in the Six Nations
tournament in the afternoon, defeating the
old enemy England to do so – the perfect
end to a truly special day.

Pictures by Jon Underwood

Where to stay
What else to do
Galway has a music and entertainment
scene to rival Dublin and you’ll be spoilt
for choice with the number of great pubs
offering traditional Irish music and hospitality.
I started my exploration of the city with
lunch at 1520 in Quay Street, then moved to
Monroe’s before ending the evening in The
Crane Bar, recommended to me by a wizened
but wise music-loving local.
Don’t be put off by the somewhat daggy
looking exterior. This is described as Galway’s
best known pub for traditional Irish music
and inside it is snug and cosy, with lots of old
pictures on the walls and plenty of friendly
locals spinning yarns along with the tunes.
For those who prefer more salubrious
surroundings, Galway also has a wide
selection of top restaurants, including West
Restaurant and Kirby’s. I sashayed along to
popular local eatery McSwiggans and dined
on chicken cooked in the house blend of
spices and served with peanuts and savoury
rice. Yum!
As for tourist attractions, Galway has
a smattering of historical bits and bobs,
including Lynch’s Castle, which once
belonged to the city’s most powerful family
but which now houses a bank. St. Nicholas’s
Collegiate Church is one of the oldest parish
churches in Ireland and there’s a Spanish Arch
which is all that remains of a 16th century
bastion.
But to be honest, Galway is more about the
craic than the culture and I strongly suggest
you reserve at least a couple of days to
explore all this fascinating and absorbing city
has to offer.
■ 1520.ie; monroes.ie; thecranebar.com;
mcswiggans.ie

It seems to be the bane of my travelling life that I occasionally get to stay at majestic
country hotels with equally impressive golf courses attached...and never have the time to
play them!
The five-star Glenlo Abbey Hotel is one such establishment, but offering much more than
just the adjacent nine-hole course. Some three kilometres out of the city centre (a taxi will
cost about €12 (approx $19), the hotel has been welcoming guests since 1740...and what a
welcome it is.
My room had a great view over the golf course, Lough Corrib and the Pullman Restaurant,
which comprises railway carriages used in the original Murder on the Orient Express movie.
The bed was super comfy, the pillows splendid and complimentary Wi-Fi access very
welcome.
I also liked all the bars and nooks dotted around the place and who doesn’t love a hotel
with its own cinema! Being set on 55 hectares, Glenlo also offers plenty of country pursuits,
including cycling, fishing and even falconry. If you want to visit Galway and enjoy a touch of
luxury, check out the Glenlo...just remember to bring your clubs.
■ glenloabbeyhotel.ie For more information, visit galwaytourism.ie; ireland.com
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THE BALTIC BOOM
Here, BRYCE CRAMPTON from Beyond Travel explains why
curious Aussies are exploring behind the Iron Curtain.
IT HAS been almost 30 years since the Iron
Curtain fell and during those three decades
Australians have been venturing further
into the countries that once made up the
secretive Soviet Union.
First it was eastern Germany and Poland,
before the Czech Republic and Hungary,
then Russia and Romania with curious
travellers keen to explore lands that were
out of bounds and far from view during the
long years of the Cold War.
Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia are the latest
additions to the tourist trail with the three
Baltic nations perched between Poland
and Russia becoming more accessible to
holidaymakers keen on savouring locations
that meld Scandinavian, European, Imperial
and Communist sensibilities.
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Bryce Crampton, General Manager
Sales and Marketing at Beyond Travel, says
inquiries and bookings for the Baltics are
increasing every month with strong growth
in both escorted tours and FIT packages.
“Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia are some of
the best value destinations in Europe each
offering vibrant cities, curious villages and
experiences that are surprisingly diverse,” the
Eastern Europe expert explains.
”There’s a blossoming culinary culture
in the three capital cities, as well as a rich
history of foraging and organic farming in
the regions, and we recommend foodies visit
the markets in Riga which are the largest in
Europe housed in the old German Zeppelin
hangars.
“There’s also a love of the arts – residents
of the Baltic states claim they secured
independence in the late 1980s through
songs – and each celebrates the traditions
of choral music with huge festivals every
five years and Estonia is next with their
celebration scheduled for July 2019.
“We encourage customers to escape the
big settlements and enjoy the beautiful
Baltic coastline and love planning for
visitors to see the Curonian Spit’s long white
stretches of sand in Lithuania and savour the
restorative spa culture of Jurmala in Latvia.”
Crampton says recent investment in
infrastructure makes it easier for travellers

Alfresco dining in Riga's
Old Town. Picture
courtesy Investment and
Development Agency of
Latvia (IDAL)

to get around, with hotel companies also
focusing on the region to offer added choice
in places to stay.
“There are new roads and investment in
airports, with cheap flights arriving from
across Europe and new connections from
Australia via the Middle East, which makes it
easier to get there and more simple to move
around once on the ground.
“Relaxed borders guarantee easy
movement between countries, European
Union membership means the Euro is the
common currency and there are excellent
transport connections between the capitals
as well as satellite cities.
“It’s easy to combine Lithuania, Latvia
and Estonia with Scandinavia – there are
overnight ferries from Tallinn and Riga to
Stockholm, and Helsinki is two hours by fast
ferry – and more travellers are venturing
into Russia and Poland while in this part of
Europe.”
Beyond Travel’s popular itineraries are
‘Baltic Highlights’, which is an escorted
eight-day itinerary from Vilnius to Tallinn
via Riga priced from $1,125 per person twin
share, and the private seven-day package
‘Via Baltica’ which follows a similar route and
costs from $1,250 per person twin share.
“When combining the Baltics with other
destinations in Eastern Europe, then Moscow
to Prague is a longer 18-day journey that
takes in Russia, Poland and the Czech
Republic as well as Lithuania, Latvia and
Estonia,” said Crampton.
■ beyondtravel.com.au

VISIT
SCANDINAVIA
LAUNCHING 2018/19 BROCHURE WITH ALL NEW TOURS

FABULOUS SCANDINAVIA
Discover romantic capitals and breathtaking
fjords on this well-paced 10-day itinerary.
Stunning landscapes and waterways await you
in Denmark, Norway and Sweden.

LAPLAND - ICEHOTEL &
NORTHERN LIGHTS
Venture above the Arctic Circle at Winter
to experience the unique accommodations
and sights in Northernmost Europe.

COMPLETE ICELAND
Circle around the hottest Nordic destination
for 2018! Visit the city of Reykjavik, witness
scenic wonders and explore geothermal lands.

CONTACT OUR DEDICATED SCANDINAVIAN SPECIALISTS TODAY:
1300 363 554

info@beyondtravel.com.au

Order your brochures from Brochure Flow

HAWAII: Advertorial

OUTRIGGER HOTELS
AND RESORTS
Celebrating 70 years of aloha spirit
FOUNDED IN Waikiki in 1947 by Roy and
Estelle Kelley, Outrigger combines the best
of Hawaii with stellar service and aloha spirit.
Now celebrating its 70th anniversary, the
brand stays true to its original purpose –
caring for the guest, caring for the host and
caring for the place. From the moment of
check-in, travellers feel the inviting warmth
of Ke ‘Ano Wa’a, or ‘The Outrigger Way’.
A stay with Outrigger offers a deep
dive into the local culture of each iconic
destination. Escape Ordinary with Outrigger
Resorts’ Signature Experiences program
which touts cultural activities and amenities
with a strong sense of place.
Guests are invited to take a
complimentary ‘ukulele or hula lesson,
learn a craft like lei-making, join in a sunset
ceremony on the water’s edge or even renew
their vows on the beach with a traditional
Hawaiian ceremony.
The latest addition to Outrigger’s Hawaii
resorts, Waikiki Beachcomber by Outrigger

will undergo a property modernisation
slated for completion by early December.
The hotel will become a modern, upscale
oasis with a modern Hawaiian elegance that
is inspired by the hotel’s ocean views and
surrounding natural environment.
Located in the heart of Waikiki, Waikiki
Beachcomber by Outrigger will feature allnew guest rooms and complete renovations
to the lobby, pool-deck, public spaces
and hotel exterior. Award-winning project
architects and a luxury interior-design team
have been engaged to deliver a timeless
coastal theme drawing on vision from the
Pacific Ocean, local flora and natural textures
and finishes.
Alongside the new island ambience,
the hotel will feature the latest in-room
technology and all-new meeting space, ideal
for professionals and groups working in
paradise.
Just steps from Waikiki Beach and
adjacent to the re-imagined International

New rooms at the Waikiki
Beachcomber by Outrigger
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Market Place which offers a luxurious highend shopping experience, the resort is home
to dining hot spots like Maui Brewing Co.
and Hawaiian Aroma Café, serving artisan
coffee, Maui-brewed craft beer and islandinspired poolside bites.
On the beach, Outrigger Waikiki Beach
Resort is opening a brand-new Voyager
47 Club Lounge in July. Exclusive to resort
guests staying in Voyager 47 Club level
rooms on the dedicated 14th-16th floors and
all suites, the premier club lounge provides
a serene, oceanfront retreat to enjoy
complimentary, locally sourced bites as well
as premium coffee, craft beer and specialty
cocktails.
The venue can also be booked for private
events, offering an inimitable setup with
sweeping views of Diamond Head, iconic
surf breaks and stunning sunsets.
Located on the resort’s second floor and
with unobstructed views of Diamond Head,
the facility offers guests the chance to start
their day with premium Kona coffee and
breakfast bites, including fresh local fruits and
eggs, pastries, homemade jam and more.
To help plan the day, a dedicated club
concierge will be available for Voyager 47
Club Lounge guests to personally assist
with anything from recommendations to
reservations for activities, to eateries and
cultural programs.
Guests can return for the sunset to
indulge in Outrigger’s locally inspired tasting
menu with pupu platters and specialty draft
beer bar – featuring seasonal brews plus
local wines. In addition, Voyager 47 Club
Lounge guests receive a complimentary
two-day Tesla test drive as part of their stay,
based on availability.
The Outrigger Reef Waikiki Beach Resort
also offers a Voyager 47 Club Lounge directly
overlooking Waikiki Beach, for guests
booking the hotels finest rooms and suites.
■ outrigger.com

Escape Ordinary.
Outrigger Resorts Signature Experiences immerse you in an array of locally-inspired
programs and amenities that help connect you to the cultures of Outrigger Resorts
throughout the world.
Find out at Outrigger.com/escapeordinary
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Cibo pizza

Cheers & beers

Marcus Purtzki, Made by Marcus
Below: Menu items at Made by Marcus

JON UNDERWOOD takes his taste buds for a walk on a street food
tour of Calgary, then meets a man on a brewing mission.
IF I was to say the word ‘Calgary’ to you,
chances are you’d immediately conjure up
images of cowboys, horses and a world
famous rodeo.
More than a million people attend the 10day Calgary Stampede every July, but it may
surprise you to know that there’s another
reason why people are flocking (one rung
down from stampeding) to this city in the
Canadian state of Alberta.
Gastronomy is the popular dish in travel
right now and Calgary has wasted no time
jumping on the food truck. I joined a small
gang of visitors and locals on a tasting
experience with Calgary Food Tours (CFT),
a division of Alberta Food Tours, exploring
the city’s trendy RED mile (Retail and

Ollia’s Davide Rousseau
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Entertainment District).
Our three-hour journey along 17 Avenue
SW began at Cibo, an Italian restaurant sited
in one of the oldest buildings in town that still
displays some of the original terracotta bricks
from a century ago. Restored and renovated
for $1.8 million in industrial chic, the restaurant
has an open kitchen where it produces a range
of hand-made pizzas and Italian favourites that
have made it a must-visit when in Calgary.
Think wild boar bacon with fennel salami,
smoked pancetta and house-made sausage,
or pineapple with speck, caramelised
onion, arugula and pickled chilies. It might
seem strange to chow down on pizza for
breakfast, but it was the perfect start to our
gastronomic gambols.
Marcus Purtzki is a young entrepreneur
who got his big break in the basement
of a local cheese vendor. Like a scientist
working with various chemicals, Marcus
experimented with flavours for ice cream.
In 2016, he opened Made by Marcus, a
microcreamery that offers Calgarians and
visitors some delectable concoctions.
The beauty of a tour with CFT is that you
get to meet the owners in situ and so it was
Marcus who took us through the selection
placed before us. Everything is made on the
premises and consists of locally-sourced
ingredients, including beetroot and carrots
(don’t worry, tastes better than it sounds).
While lemon curd blueberry is a fans’
favourite, guests can pick from such lipsmackers as boozy eggnog, chestnut rosemary
bar nuts, roasted strawberry buttermilk and
coffee cuban cigar. They also do a range of
sundaes, ice cream cakes and macarons, which
Marcus first started making back in the days of
the cheese store basement.

But if we’re talking sweet treats, then Ollia is
Calgary’s first boutique macaron patisserie run
by a husband and wife team. I met co-owner
David Rousseau, who uses family secrets from
his native France and is happy to pass those on
during the cooking classes that he runs to help
people master macaron making.
There’s a mixture of sweet and savoury
treats on offer, including chocolate peanut
butter, lavender and honey, crème brulee and
earl grey, washed down with in-house infused
organic teas, such as hibiscus and peach.
While most of the establishments featured
on the CFT tour are easy to find, I challenge
any visitor to locate Frenchie, a speak easystyle wine bar hidden behind UNA’s Pizza +
Wine. With space for only 15 patrons, it can
get quite cosy but the in-house charcuterie
is delicious, especially when washed down
with a drop from the ever-changing wine list.
It was a great spot to stop and reflect on the
culinary smorgasbord that Calgary now offers.
Due to time constraints, Traveltalk was unable
to complete the last two stops on the tour.
The ‘Savour 17 Ave SW’ walking tour lasts three
hours and visits six tasting spots, with behindthe-scenes access. The tour combines art and
architectural commentary, historical facts,
local culture and culinary insights. It costs $115
plus GST and taxes.
■ calgaryfoodtours.com; cibocalgary.com;
madebymarcus.ca; byollia.com;
frenchieyyc.com
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A BREWER’S

TALE

WHEN GRAHAM Sherman told his wife he
wanted to start brewing beer in his tool shed,
she said he would inevitably take it too far.
That was back in 2012 and now Graham
and his partner Jeff run the highly-successful
Tool Shed Brewing Company. His beers
are sold in more than 1,000 locations across
Canada, all lovingly produced from the duo’s
1,400-square-metre brewery in Calgary.
Not that it’s been plain brewing all the
way. They almost went out of business
before an ingenious idea to offer 100 people
beer for life in exchange for $5,000 literally
saved their barley.
“We don’t make money any more – we
make beer,” Graham laughs as I sip a few
of his concoctions. “We chased a dream
and despite some bad times, somehow we
pulled it off.”
His beers all have quirky names such
as Flat Cap Stout, Papa Bam Bams, Star
Cheek and Red Rage, but it is People Skills
that catches my eye. It was named after a
man that Graham describes as “the biggest
a##hole I ever met” and they even put a
picture of him on the can. They escaped a
lawsuit because the gentleman’s mother
apparently agreed with them.
Whatever the back story, it was smooth,
light, refreshing and my favourite drop from
the Tool Shed, which now produces more
than a million litres a year.
“I feel I am doing my job best if you love
one, like one and hate one of my beers. Our
beers are not all easy drinking and some
have polarising styles that you may not like.”
It’s clear that Graham considers himself
something of a pathfinder for the brewing
industry in Alberta and has great ambitions
for his trade.
“I think Alberta has the potential to be the
place to come for craft beer in Canada,” he says.
I’ll drink to that.
■ toolshedbrewing.com

Graham Sherman
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Say aloha to
extra leg room
Upgrade your client’s seat to
Extra Comfort from Sydney or
Brisbane to Honolulu for AUD $165*
Now available for purchase
via GDS as an EMD-A

HawaiianAirlines.com.au
Reservations 1300 661 339

*Conditions apply and subject to availability.
Price subject to change without notice.

